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1 Introduction 
This cruise is the sixth leg of a long-term bathymetry mapping of the U.S. continental 
margin to map all of the bathymetry that might be useful in supporting a potential 
submission by the U.S. to the United Nations under the U.N. Convention on the Law of 
the Sea (UNCLOS), Article 76 (Mayer et al., 2002).  The mapping charge was given to the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) by the U.S. Congress, which 
charge has been passed to the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping and NOAA-UNH 
Joint Hydrographic Center (CCOM/JHC) at the University of New Hampshire under 
cooperative agreement. 
This cruise supplements data from prior cruises [Gardner, 2004; Cartwright and 
Gardner, 2005] to identify the morphology of the Foot of the Slope (FoS) in the mid-
Atlantic coast of the U.S. (Fig. 1) that may have the potential for an extended continental 
shelf under article 76..  The cruise consisted of primary mapping in water depths of 
approximately 5000 m, utilizing the R/V ROGER REVELLE (AGOR-24) that is equipped with 
a Kongsberg Simrad EM120 (12 kHz) multibeam echosounder (MBES), a Knudsen 
320B/R (3.5 kHz) subbottom profiler (SBP), and a gravity meter.  (The REVELLE is 
operated by Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), University of California San 
Diego, as part of the University National Oceanographic Laboratory Ship (UNOLS) fleet.  
Personnel for the cruise were supplied by CCOM/JHC, and by Science Applications 
International Corporation (SAIC) under contract to NOAA. 
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2 Cruise Outline 
The cruise starting loading on May 1, 2008 at 1200 EST and departed Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
(Port Everglades) at on May 2, 2008 at 14121.  The ship proceeded to sea at 12 to 15 kts 
to marker A (Fig. 1) where the conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) profiler was 
deployed to measure the sound speed profile in the water column in the survey area.  A 
total of three expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) were taken subsequently for 
calibration and verification of the XBT system, as detailed below.  Significant difficulties 
with the MBES system because it failed to pass its Build-In Self Test (BIST) resulted in a 
period of troubleshooting (see entries in the daily narrative for 2008-05-02 and 2008-05-
03), until 2008-05-04/0523.  The system errors were not fully resolved, but, given the 
local time, a resolution was not expected until later in the watch or into the work week.  
Consequently, a full patch-test of the MBES system was conducted to verify the extant 
configuration of the system, as described in section 4, in order to continue without loss of 
                                                 
1 UTC timestamps are used throughout this document unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Figure 1. Outline of Cruise location, and sequence of operations.  The REVELLE left Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL on 2008-04-02, conducted a full MBES calibration at point A, and then 
proceeded through points B-G, mapping the survey area in two sections.  The cruise 
terminated on 2008-04-31 in Woods Hole, MA. 
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time should the problems be resolved later.  The patch test was completed at 2008-05-
04/1820. 
Following the patch test, the ship transited to the approximate location of marker D 
(Fig. 1), where the first survey line was recorded heading towards marker G (Fig. 1); this 
was done to allow for better access to an east coast port should the MBES 
troubleshooting result in a requirement to head to Norfolk, VA.  In order to provide more 
time for the decision making process on shore, and to maintain e-mail communication 
(which was adversely affected by certain course azimuths), we surveyed the first two 
lines of the northern sector of the survey region (from marker G heading towards F on 
Fig. 1).  Next, we transited to the cross-line in the southern section, running from C to B 
(Fig. 1), and continued to map the southern section. 
After consultation with the CCOM and NOAA program managers at UNH, and with the 
cooperation of SIO, we transited to Cape Henry starting 2008-05-13/0539 to pick up spare 
parts for the MBES system.  We also swapped out all spares for the system that were 
available on the ship and then transited back to sea, starting 2008-05-14/2230, to test the 
system in deep water.  The system performance appeared to be acceptable to continue 
with the survey, and the weather conditions were ideal, so we proceeded with mapping 
the southern section again on a trial basis to determine if the system had really improved.  
We did not find that the system’s performance had improved measurably due to the 
limited spares that were available, but it did appear to operate reasonably well when we 
had good weather.  Because weather conditions remained mostly good for the remainder 
of the cruise, we continued to collect data as the local conditions dictated throughout the 
remainder of the cruise. 
Sufficient XBTs were taken throughout the cruise to ensure appropriate corrections for 
the effects of refraction, as detailed in section 8.  Due to the size of the marked survey 
area, the survey was conducted in two sections; a southern and a northern sub-region.  A 
total of 7340 km (3,963 nmi) of planned lines were run in the southern section of the 
survey.  A second cross-slope dip-line was surveyed in the second region, approximately 
from marker E-F (Fig. 1), prior to the start of mapping in the northern region at marker G.  
At total of 1657 km (895 nmi) of planned lines were run on this section of the survey, 
although not all are suitable for use because of prevailing weather conditions during 
collection.  A total of 876 km (473 nmi) of planned cross-lines were run in both sections. 
The mapping effort was monitored by the science party and supervised by the Chief 
Scientist, with the assistance of the ship’s crew and the SIO resident technician.  Data 
quality was monitored in real-time using the watchstander stations in the ship’s survey 
lab and data processing and quality control were conducted during ship-board operations 
as detailed in the following section and the appendix.  Shipboard (preliminary) data 
products (including metadata) were created to ensure data quality, but final data products 
were constructed after the cruise. 
Survey operations continued until May 30, 2008 0400, when the ship made way for 
Woods Hole, MA, arrivingMay 31, 2008 1210.  A total area of 124,216 km2 (36,215 
nmi2) was mapped during the cruise in 20.5 survey days.  We also had five days transit 
(including the run to Cape Henry for MBES spares), two days in port (2008-05-01 and 
2008-05-31), three days reduced by weather, and approximately 0.5 days used in 
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troubleshooting (e.g., troubleshooting during transit) for a total of 9.5 days non-mapping 
time in a 31 day cruise (31%).  The survey calendar for the cruise is shown in Table 1. 
 
TABLE 1: SURVEY CALENDAR FOR LEG 6’S MAPPING MISSION. 
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3 Mapping Protocols 
The cruise was conducted to typical hydrographic protocols for deep-water mapping.  
Static offsets in translation and orientation for the MBES were assessed as part of the patch 
test (see section 4) and applied in realtime in the Simrad control software to ensure that 
the soundings were appropriately corrected for all geometric offsets.  The speed of sound 
in the water around the MBES transducer was assessed from the hull-based 
thermosalinograph (TSG) at the transducer depth, which was applied in realtime in the 
Simrad control software to ensure appropriate beam steering at the transducer.  
Measurements of the speed of sound in the upper part of the water column were made via 
XBT deployments, from which speed-of-sound values were calculated.  Frequency of XBT 
deployments were generally one every four hours, and more frequently as required given 
the current oceanographic conditions (for details see section 8).  XBT-based speed of 
sound profiles were applied at the Simrad MBES control station as soon as they are 
verified.  Speed of sound was also monitored from the TSG output and compared to the 
latest sound speed profile to assist in predicting changes in local water properties.  
Changes of more than 0.2 to 1.0 m/s were considered sufficient to warrant another XBT 
cast to verify speed of sound profile measurements.  Sea-surface temperature maps from 
NOAA’s Coast Watch web site were also used when possible to monitor filaments of the 
Gulf Stream to anticipate variabilities in sound-speed profile. 
The subbottom profiler was operated continuously throughout the cruise except during 
the patch test and in deeper water as recorded in the daily narrative (see section 6), 
typically with a nominal depth gate of 200 m about the expected depth.  Full digital 
records were recorded in SEG-Y format. 
The gravity meter was set up and calibrated against a known benchmark at Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL and again in Woods Hole, MA.  The report on the tie-points is given in 
Appendix B of this document, prepared by the SIO technician aboard the REVELLE. 
Processing of MBES data was carried out onboard the ship as soon as each survey line 
was completed.  Data were archived in the manufacturer’s data format and then converted 
into the processing software’s internal format.  Quality control of data was carried out by 
the watchstanders to ensure that only soundings that appear valid were used in further 
processing and product creation.  Processed data were archived, and then exported into a 
variety of formats as required for product creation and long-term archive.  FGDC-
compliant metadata was generated for each survey line.  SBP data was archived in SEG-Y 
format and converted into processed imagery for inspection and correlation with the 
bathymetry.  These data conversions include changing the filenames of data files to 
ensure that the products were consistent with prior surveys.  The changes are documented 
in section 7. 
Daily reports from the SAIC personnel on the progress of the mission were constructed 
for SAIC headquarters in Newport, RI.  They are archived as Appendix C to this 
document.  An analysis of all XBTs taken during the mission was done daily and the 
resulting plots are shown in Appendix D of this document.  Finally, junction analyses for 
all lines against the cross line were conducted to verify data quality; the results are 
discussed in Appendix E of this document. 
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More details of the data formats, processing paths, output products and archiving are 
provided in Appendix A. 
4 Patch Test Results 
The patch-test lines were kept separate from the rest of the survey and transits in the 
Raw_PatchTest directory.  A total of seven patch-test lines were run: 
1. Down-slope at 12 kts (pitch, yaw) 
2. Reciprocal on line 1 at 12 kts (pitch, yaw) 
3. Re-occupied line 1 at 6 kts (timing) 
4. Upslope at 12 kts parallel to line 1 at an offset of 7 km (yaw, pitch) 
5. Down-slope reciprocal on line 4 at 12 kts (pitch, yaw) 
6. Flat line in ~5000 m water at 12 kts (roll) 
7. Reciprocal line 6 at 12 kts (roll) 
The data were copied from the Simrad console, renamed sequentially 
‘Atlantic_line_patchX’, X ∈ {1, 7}, and then ingested into CARIS/HIPS in project 
2008_PatchTest.  Examination of the data showed that the current offsets of the 
REVELLE for timing, pitch and yaw were still apparently good: no evidence of any 
artifacts was observed.  The roll lines show an auxiliary roll offset of 0.08° over and 
above the 0.10° currently in the console; the offset was reset to 0.18° and two short 
reciprocal lines (8 and 9) were run to confirm the change. 
The analysis was repeated by SAIC personnel using SABER and converted GSF files 
(which also served to test the GSF construction process), with the same conclusions as 
above (see attached report, Appendix G). 
We therefore concluded that offsets of: 
1. Pitch: -0.14° 
2. Roll: 0.18° 
3. Yaw: 0.68° 
4.  
should be used for survey. Sonar Equipment Specifications 
The following equipment was used during the survey, all supplied with the R/V REVELLE.  
The connection of equipment is shown in Figure 2. 
4.1 Multibeam Echosounder 
The MBES used for mapping is a Kongsberg Simrad EM120 system that is permanently 
hull-mounted on the R/V REVELLE (serial number 105).  The system generates a wide-
swath transmission of sound in the region of 12 kHz (a sequence of up to nine narrow-
band (60-Hz bandwidth) frequency bands from 11.550 kHz to 12.598 kHz are used), at a 
source level of approximately 220 dB re 1μPa at 1m; the beam is approximately 1° along-
track (i.e., parallel with the ship’s longitudinal axis) and should generate an effective 
swath of over 150° across-track.  However, because of the problems experienced during 
the survey, the achieved swath width was only on the order of 90° to 120°.  As many as 
191 receive beams are formed that are typically 2° across-track to give an effective 
beamwidth of 1° x 2°.  The system was operated in ‘Deep’ mode throughout the survey, 
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meaning that CW transmissions on the order of 15-ms pulse duration were made typically 
once every 20 s (this varied with water depth).  The MBES was given position via a serial 
connection by a Furuno GP-90 (serial number 4400-0044), and attitude from an iXSea 
PhINS INS (serial number 3457-017), which was fed by a Leica MX420 GPS (serial 
number 00804122). 
4.2 Sub-Bottom Profiler 
The SBP used for mapping was a Knudsen 320B/R system (serial number K99400), that is 
connected to permanently hull-mounted Massa transducers on the R/V REVELLE.  The 
system was used in 3.5-kHz mode only at an expected source level of approximately 220 
dB re 1μPa at 1m (absolute values may vary slightly), and was configured for 2-ms LFM 
pulses. 
4.3 Gravity Meter 
The gravity meter used is a Bell Aerospace Textron BGM-3 system, marked “Property of 
NAVOCEANO”.  Serial numbers: Platform (332), Sensor (227), Power supply (331), 
battery set (17).  The system is mounted in a rack in the main lab on the starboard side of 
REVELLE, against the inboard bulkhead at approximately frame 48. 
The portable gravity meter used to provide tie-points is a Lacoste and Romberg Inc 
model (with no discernable model number, but marked “US Patents 2293437, 2377889”), 
serial number G-352. 
4.4 CTD System 
The CTD used is a SeaBird Electronics SBE 9+ rated for 6,800 m, serial number 
09P9852-0381.  The components are a redundant pair of pumped CTD sensors, 
consisting of Model 5T (part 90543, serial 054373 3K), 4C (part 90270, serial 041880) 
and 3+ (part 90252.2, serial 03P4907) on one side, and Model 5T (part 90160, serial 
053342 3K), 3+ (part 90252.2, serial 03P4476) and what appeared to be another Model 
4C, but due to mounting location the part and serial number could not be retrieved 
directly from the instrument.  The package also had a Benthos model PSA-916 altimeter 




Figure 2. Configuration of the survey system of the R/V REVELLE during the mapping mission. 
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5 Daily Narrative 
Survey operations were conducted in two rotated shifts: 0000-1200L, 1200-2400L, and 
0600-1800L, 1800-0600L.  The ship’s operations were run on typical nautical 4-hr 
schedules. 
2008-05-01 (JD 122) 
Loading day in Port Everglades, FL.  REVELLE was berthed at dock #6 to off-load the 
previous cruise.  Science party embarked 1400L, confirmed SAIC equipment and 18 cases 
of Deep Blue XBTs on board, but no sign of the CCOM shipping boxes; enquiries showed 
these to be merely delayed from the warehouse and arriving later (finally arrived 2050).  
SIO tech indicated that the nearest gravity tie point with observed gravity was in Miami, 
and, therefore, unlikely to be possible to obtain within time before sailing.  Consequently, 
we requested a closer list of tie-points from CCOM and were directed to the NGS website 
for the area, along with http://paces.geo.utep.edu/ 
grav_base_stations/florida_nima.shtml, which indicated NGA base reference 
stations on pier 5 berth 19, pier 2 berth 7 and pier 7 berth 22.  The ship’s internet 
connection was down (the ship was parked in the wrong place and could not see the 
satellite), so the SAIC team left to go and pick up some gear, and thence to the hotel to 
check the sites from there and download the data sheets for the nearest reference points. 
We provided waypoints to the Chief Mate for transmission to the Second Mate, who 
was also acting as navigator.  Preferred mechanism for this was to use paper and pencil, 
with coordinates in degrees and decimal minutes of arc. 
We started the ship-local gravity tie point 1945L (completed 2118L after a re-start 
2048L due to a bad battery), and reviewed the NGA gravity reference stations.  This 
showed that there were stations close to the ship, but there was no suitable description of 
how to recover the stations, and they were in various other piers so that it would be 
difficult to get to them due to port security. 
However, we did find another marker set in a bridge on Eller Drive at approximately 
26° 04’ 55.2”N, 80° 07’ 13.2”W, marked “Florida Dept. of Environmental Protection 
Survey and Mapping”, “2956B” and “2007”.  We set up the portable gravity meter over 
this mark, and made the appropriate measurement.  A picture of the marker and its 
general location are in Figure 3. 
2008-05-02 (JD 123) 
We left dock at 1412 (1012L) after short port delay (tanker traffic) and started to transit 
at 15 kts for the CTD drop position.  Wind 25 kts, air temperature 24°C, humidity 59.7%, 
surface pressure 1016.6 mBar; overhead cloud, sea state 1.  A safety briefing was 
conducted for the science party at 1500. 
Sonar systems were started at 1520.  The EM120 needed to have its 1PPS input 
configured so that the input signal can be less than 5V and still be recognized; this needed 
to be repeated after every power cycle, and involves telnet-ing to the Simrad processor 
and executing some commands.  After configuration of 1PPS, the BIST system on the 
Simrad console was used to verify all components of the system.  System passed all tests 
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except the ‘Tx via Rx’ test on the first round; repeating the test resulted in the same 
warnings.  Meanwhile, the pump for the flow-through Thermosalinographs (TSGs) had 
been found to be non-operational, and the Engineers were dispatched to recover it; this 
finally occurred 1940 and was confirmed 1954 by the SIO tech  The issue was not being 
able to read salinity and, therefore, sound speed at the keel. 
The power was cycled to the Simrad transceiver unit 1651 in an attempt to resolve 
issues with EM120, which resulted in the system experiencing trouble rebooting.  After 
reboot, the system experienced random BIST memory errors, which the SIO tech attempted 
to resolve by reseating the cards in the transceiver unit.  Subsequent issues evolved, 
including BIST failure on one of the signal processing cards; the SIO tech believed this to 
be a problem with REVELLE’s raw data logger, and disconnected it in order to attempt to 
isolate the problem.  This allowed the EM120 to return to operational mode but rerunning 
the BIST test resulted in the same failure.  We re-seated all transmit and receive boards on 
the EM120 and then retested, and slowed to 8 kts (2023) in order to check whether flow 
noise was the problem, but the BIST test still failed in both cases.  (Ship was brought back 
to transit speed 2116.)  A request for advice from the beach brought the suggestion that 
this test might not be very diagnostic in water depth under 1000 m, and the advice was to 
start the MBES and check performance and retest once in deeper water.  We started the 
sounder recording transit lines at 2229, which appeared to be working more or less as 
expected in ‘medium’ depth mode.  Some interference was observed, but this appeared to 
be Knudsen SBP break-through, and was initially ignored until further tests could be 
conducted and we continued to the CTD site. 
We configured the Knudsen for 3.5-kHz mode, SEG-Y data format with gain 132, power 
4, no AGC, generating a 24-ms chirp pulse on the low-frequency channel only, and 
independent of the EM120 triggering.  Processing gain was set to 1, TX blank to 10.0, 
   
 (a) General Location (b) Benchmark 
Figure 3. Gravity tie benchmark location and stampings on Eller Drive in Port Everglades, FL 
(approximate location 26° 04’ 55.2”N, 80° 07’ 13.2”W) used to tie the local gravity meter at the 
start of the cruise.  Note particularly the cool-headed advancement of science in the face of 
Sheriff’s Deputies and ‘No Parking’ signs on a secure port facility. 
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and “sensitivity” off.  The system was set to manual phase with a wide range gate to 
allow for bottom capture, and then set for 200-m range gate after capture was achieved.  
Recording was started 1930 for transit line; the system was swapped to auto-phase at 
2006 because we were tracking a sequence of small shoals heading towards the west end 
of the Little Bahama Bank. 
We conducted XBT launch training on the fantail at 2308.  As part of this, we 
discovered that there was no way to make the SIO software send the SSP derived from XBT 
or CTD stations direct to the Simrad console without stopping and restarting the logging. 
However, this has a solution that was assigned to the SIO tech to track down. 
Consequently, we stopped logging Simrad data at 2343 long enough to import new 
sound-speed profile, and again 2349 long enough to test sound-speed profile importing, 
but did not resolve the above problem. 
2008-05-02 (JD 124) 
We turned Knudsen power down to 1 at 0108 to see if this helps the performance of the 
MBES; since we were still in ~1000 m water depth; it seemed likely to be causing 
sufficient interference to cause problems.  This appeared to improve the data quality on 
the MBES, which correlated with the SIO description of a ‘walk-through’ of the 3.5 kHz on 
the MBES data if they were not synchronised.  This resulted in lower penetration than 
might have been preferred, but the MBES data has highest priority in this effort; in deeper 
water, we found by experiment that power level 2 appeared to give a good compromise 
between performance of the MBES and penetration of the Knudsen.  However, it appeared 
that this was only reliable in relatively flat areas; in steeper topography, power level 3 
and a larger gate was required.  The Knudsen was moved to power 3 at 1115 and power 4 
at 1230 as we entered the basin adjacent to Blake Spur.  The Knudsen appeared to auto-
track well in this depth with a range gate of 200 m. 
It was noticed at 0436 that the Simrad MBES acquisition software was logging hourly 
raw.all data files.  This is a configurable parameter on the EM120 operator station, and 
was reset to ‘off’ at 1020.  We determined that this occurs every time the sonar’s top-side 
unit is rebooted, and has to be reset manually. 
At 1316, working along the ~5000-m isobath immediately south of Blake Spur, the 
MBES was reporting ping cycle times of approximately 21 s, but data quality on the outer 
beams appeared dubious at 13 kts (transit speed). 
The SIO tech continued to work late into the night on the problem of getting the XBT-
derived SSP into the Simrad console.  The problem was that the SIO software that does the 
conversion and transmission does not add the right headers to get the SSP to be acceptable 
online at the Simrad console and does not necessarily compute the checksum correctly.  
A solution was requested from the beach, and the SIO tech appeared to have another 
solution that might work, although it needed testing.  However, since the patch test was 
looming, we redirected the SIO tech to work on getting the network shares for raw data 
unscrambled, since they were only set up on another network that was not accessible 
from the science workstations. 
We noticed, at 1435, that the Simrad system had auto-configured itself to 65° on the 
port side, but only 54° on the starboard side.  Since we were in a relatively flat area, it 
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should have been symmetrical, so we forced the system to symmetric 65° mode and 
observed that whereas the port beams reported good (and reasonable) depth solutions, the 
starboard side stopped reporting at approximately beam 162.  This appeared to be 
consistent over multiple pings but since we could not at that time get to the data because 
of the network problems, this was simply recorded for later verification.  We observed 
that the backscatter of the starboard side also fell off significantly faster than that of the 
port side and had been doing so for the last 30 min. at least (and, therefore, was unlikely 
to be real).  We also observed that the beams are simply not of poor quality: they just are 
not being reported at all.  We further observed that this did not occur, or at least was not 
observed, when the sounder was in Medium depth mode earlier in the transit.  We forced 
the system to Medium depth mode at 1451 in order to determine whether the system 
recovered, but of course at ~5000 m water depth, Medium did not work so well.  
However, the system did have better performance on port side than starboard side, which 
was at least consistent with the Deep-mode behaviour.  Backscatter behaviour was the 
same as in Deep mode.  We returned to Auto mode (and into Deep) at 1454. 
We arrived at the CTD station at 1528 and the Knudsen and Simrad were secured.  The 
station started at 1539 in 29° 52.5125’N 75° 57.3872’W, dropping 20 m/min to start, then 
60 m/min once some cable had been paid out; the system was a simple CTD sensor 
package without bottle rosette.  The CTD was determined to be at the bottom at 1732 
(determined by pressure not changing, rather than the altimeter, which did not even 
twitch) and was then recovered at 60 m/min.  It was finally recovered at 1858 in 29° 
52.4933’ N 75° 57.3898’W.  We attempted two launches of Fast Deep XBTs at 1820, but 
both failed to drop correctly (ship was still on station); we aborted the attempts until we 
got underway again. 
During the CTD dip, we started another BIST test on the Simrad, since we were then in 
deeper water (~5000 m) as suggested by the Simrad engineers.  The BIST test reported a 
problem with ‘Tx via Rx’ test as before, with dB values measured lower than the 
previous values (typically in the 25 to 28 dB range).  We repeated the BIST and recorded 
the values reported both times and had the SIO tech pass this information on to Simrad as 
soon as possible to determine whether there are further diagnostic and/or corrective 
actions that we can take at sea.  The SIO tech reported that the Simrad engineers 
suggested we check power supply voltages, run an ambient acoustic test to see whether 
there were any local interference sources and then swap transmit boards and see if the 
problem follows the boards.  It also appears that the REVELLE had a drydock period in 
December 2007/January 2008, and, although the MBES was apparently used afterwards, 
there is no record of the quality of the data. We asked the SIO tech to follow up with the 
Chief Scientist of that leg in order to determine whether the system was known 
operational in January 2008.   
Meanwhile, all other sounders being secured, we restarted the EM120 at 1615 with the 
mode set to Deep, and angles forced to 65° symmetrically; the system reported all 191 
beams, although it was unclear whether that was because we were currently on dynamic 
positioning to take the CTD station or because the Knudsen was secured.  We recorded a 
test line with no other sounders operating for independent analysis (line 1 in Simrad 
survey knox17rr_ctd), then turned on the Knudsen at power level 4 and recorded 
again starting 1722 for approximately one hour (this is line 2 in knox17rr_ctd).  The 
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Knudsen being on very clearly had an effect on the MBES, although the result was 
symmetric on both sides of the swath and, therefore, was probably not related to the 
previous symptoms.  This test was at power level 4, so we reduced power to 2 and started 
recording again to see whether this made things any better.  This was line 3 in 
knox17rr_ctd, and showed that the data improved, although there was still a 
noticeable effect.  Finally, once underway, we secured the Knudsen again and recorded 
the MBES data as line 4 in knox17rr_ctd, being conducted at ~4 kts.  The line was 
finally stopped at 1950 to allow for ambient background noise checks and the start of the 
MBES debugging.  We proceeded to the start of the patch test, and then DP-ed on the spot 
while working on the MBES issues. 
Two Fast Deep XBTs were launched at 1912 to check calibration against the CTD.  The 
first-pass comparison of the XBTs with the CTD show that the temperatures are close, but 
the speed of sounds are shifted by about 2 m/s at the surface.  We launched a Deep Blue 
to cross-check.  The problem turned out to be a bogus salinity in the conversion; 
reconverted, the two Fast Deep XBTs (#16 and #17, respectively) agree with the CTD 
within a few tenths of a meter per second in the surface zone (Fig. 4), although they were 
less well (but still adequately) matched in the deeper areas.  The Deep Blue did not match 
as well in the shallow areas, but matched better at depth.  Since it was taken later, this is 
not unexpected. 
We hove-to at the start of the first patch-test line to continue troubleshooting the MBES.  
We shut down all power and swapped out spare SPRX and SPTX boards, but the BIST test 
 
Figure 4.  Comparison of predicted sound speed from XBTs and the CTD cast.  The agreement 
is very good in the shallow regions, although the Fast Deeps (XBTs 1 & 2) start to diverge a 
little more at depth; the Deep Blue XBT improves with depth. 
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after reboot showed the same problem with the ‘TX via RX’ test, with minor variations 
on the channels that are reported bad.  The backplane and rack voltages were tested and 
found within specification.  We then replaced the original SPRX and SPTX boards, and 
numbered the TX cards 1 to 14 from left to right looking at the top-side unit.  We 
swapped all of the boards 1 to 6 to the 9 to 14 locations, and 7 to14 into the 1 to 8 
locations, hoping to show the problem swap sides in the BIST;  we found that the system 
was still bad, but with very different channels being reported as bad.  This suggested that 
the placement of the cards in the rack is significant, and possibly that one or more cards 
are bad.  We observed 52 bad channels (each card controls 64 channels); previously, we 
had 62 bad channels.  This would be consistent with, but not indicative, of a single bad 
card since each card controls 64 channels.  Analysis of the channel numbers that were 
marked as bad showed that the intervals between the bad channel numbers repeated in 
groups that were partially consistent between the two different tests, but occurred in 
different places and sequences.  This also suggested a bad card, although it did not, 
unfortunately, identify which one. 
We then proceeded to replace each TX card in turn with the single ship’s spare card.  
Replacing TX board 1 and then rerunning showed that the channels marked bad in the 
original round of tests that were also numbered below 64 were then considered ‘good’, 
but the remaining channels were, as before, marked ‘bad’.  This seemed to indicate that 
TX 1 was bad, but that one or more of the other cards were also bad, although if the bad 
channels indicated from TX 1 are transposed to those indicated for TX 9 when the two 
halves were swapped, the patterns were similar, but did not transpose exactly; something 
more involved was clearly happening if, indeed, our assumptions about numbering were 
justified.  We continued, therefore, to swap out each card in turn, with the result shown in 
Table 2.  This clearly shows that the effects were in fact consistent: whenever we 
replaced a card with the spare, the problems went away.  This seemed to suggest pretty 
strongly that the problem was bad TX cards – and 11 of the 14 in the original set! 
Further analysis of the patterns of bad channels reported during the swap of the two 
sides of the TX cards showed that most of the cards maintain their pattern when swapped 
(TX 2 to 4, 8 to 12), but some cards either added channels or removed them, or 
sometimes a combination of the two (TX 1, 5 to 7, 13 to 14).  This was thought to be 
indicative of some weakly accepted channels on some of the cards, which were exercised 
by otherwise insignificant differences in the rest of the system. However, it did not seem 
to invalidate the previous conclusions. 
In order to get something useful done, we swapped out the worst of the cards (TX 1) for 
the spare, and then the SIO tech reconfigured the shares for the raw data such that it was 
accessible without domain passwords, allowing the science party to get at the data.  We 
then got underway again at 0455, taking a new XBT due to the length of time since the last 
cast (drop is #19, a Fast Deep), and proceeded to the patch-test lines in planned sequence.  
The EM120 was evidencing the same problem with the starboard side showing 
significantly less return than the port side, with dubious backscatter and fading outer 
beams, which at least made the behaviour consistent, even if bad.  The XBT was 
converted into an SSP and entered into the Simrad console as 
20080504_050423.75000.asvp.  The Knudsen was secured for the patch test. 
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TABLE 2: BAD CHANNELS BEING REPORTED DURING THE “TX VIA RX” BIST TEST, 






Channels Bad with Cards 
in Original Order 
Effect When Replaced with 
New (Spare) TX Card 
1 1-64 3, 4, 5, 9, 18, 21, 22, 23, 33, 
35, 37, 38, 39, 40 
All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
2 65-128 None No effect on pattern 
3 129-192 129, 133, 165 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
4 193-256 193, 195, 196, 214, 227 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
5 257-320 268, 274, 276, 278, 279, 289, 
294, 295, 309 
All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
6 321-384 321, 323, 324, 327, 338, 340, 
343, 355, 357, 358, 359, 360 
All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
7 385-448 385, 388, 402, 407, 417, 418, 
419, 423 
All bad channel are missing 
from error report 
8 449-512 None No effect on pattern 
9 513-576 566 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
10 577-640 597 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
11 641-704 643, 644, 645, 663, 674, 677, 
678 
All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
12 705-768 765 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
13 769-832 None No effect on pattern 
14 833-864 837 All bad channels are missing 
from error report 
NOTES: 
1. We assume each card in sequence handles a sequential set of 64 channels in two 
groups of 32 channels per ribbon connector. 
2. The channels marked ‘bad’ are those from the original BIST results; some minor 
variations were observed during the rounds of testing, including channels 1 (TX 
1) and 356 (TX 6). 
2008-05-04 (JD 125) 
We started the patch test at 0523.  The first line was for pitch.  It appeared as though the 
nadir beams of the MBES were not tracking properly because the across-track profile 
shows a bathymetric depression of 3000 m in the middle of the track.  This profile did not 
agree with previous data of this area.  We finished the first line of the test at 0630, and 
started turning to begin a reciprocal line, but the nadir beams were still not tracking.  This 
appeared to be a problem with the filters on the Simrad console, so we turned off the 
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aeration filter and set the range gate to ‘Large’ to allow the system a better chance to 
track up and down the significant slopes of Blake Spur.  The expected depth for the MBES 
was forced to ~2400 m manually and after several pings the system began tracking again.  
We started surveying the reciprocal line for the pitch test at 0642. 
During the day, we noticed that the GPS positioning was switching between DGPS and 
GPS mode (0908).  This might have been due to a poor constellation, or something to do 
with the time of day.  We continued to monitor this throughout the day. 
During the roll part of the patch-test (in ~5000m water), we observed that the MBES 
was still having the same problems of weaker than expected returns, with the Simrad 
console tuning the swath back to 60°/57° at times; the outer beam data were dubious even 
at this level, which was consistent with the TX board issues that were observed yesterday.  
We also observed a shoal bias in the returns from the MBES near nadir, Fig. 5, along with 
the typical increase in variability as the system switches from amplitude-based to phase-
based bottom detection modes.  The bias may be related to sub-bottom penetration, or an 
issue with the bottom detection algorithm. 
We also observed, during a turn, that the effect of the receive beams being in the wrong 
place with respect to the transmit beam (due to the large yaw) resulted in much the same 
symptoms as we observed during the transit into the CTD station (one side much lower 
backscatter than the other).  This was also consistent with TX board failures. 
The patch test was concluded 1820, and we started to transit to the start of the western-
most line in the southern section of the survey area (marker D in Fig. 1) in order to start 
the survey.  See section 4 for details of the patch-test analysis.  An XBT was taken 1808 
for the start of the transit line, and to start the process of taking XBTs every 4 hrs (at the 
middle of each crew watch).  The Knudsen was re-started, power level 2, gain 132, 24-ms 
Figure 5. Swath-mode along-track view of data from the roll calibration lines.  Note the shoal 
bias near nadir, and the significant increase in variability at the amplitude to phase transition 
points.  The outer beams are also significantly more variable than is expected from this system 
in this depth of water. 
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chirp on 3.5 kHz only. 
In order to complete the troubleshooting of the MBES, we needed to power-cycle the 
pre-amplifier box (i.e., the junction box where the transducers get boosted before they 
come up to the top-side unit).  We shut down the system at 1838 to allow for this.  
Unfortunately, the effect of this was to cause the top-side unit to report BSP errors on 
boot, rendering the system temporarily non-functional; reseating the memory on the BSP 
cards brought the system back to life, however.  The BIST for “Tx via Rx” still failed as 
before, so the system was brought back on-line and started logging for transit at 1936. 
A Fast Deep XBT was launched to schedule at 2000, but we found that the temperature 
reported at keel depth (23.73°C) was significantly different from the TSG values (24.8°C) 
being used for beamforming at the sonar.  The difference in the computed speed of sound 
was on the order to 3 m/s.  A Deep Blue XBT was also launched for comparison, but it 
appeared to agree with the Fast Deep XBT.  Investigation of the TSG showed that someone 
had turned off the flow-through system because they were worried about the sink 
overflowing; this was immediately rectified and the Captain informed.  The grating will 
be rigged on the fantail for Defaulters at eight bells.  The investigation also showed that 
the pump on the primary TSG was not connected to power for an unknown reason, and 
therefore was not reading correctly.  We therefore reconfigured the data distributor to use 
the secondary TSG to send sound speeds to the MBES.  The primary TSG is right next to the 
intake at the keel depth, and is typically preferred; the secondary is approximately 30m 
inside the hull. 
2008-05-05 (JD 126) 
The gain for the Kundsen was increased from 132 to 134 at 0150 because the returns 
were faint.  After 10 mins the image improved so the gain remained at 134.  Power was 
increased to 3 prior to arriving at line to improve penetration. 
We continued the transit, arriving at the start of the first line at 1059.  This is line 387, 
which commenced survey operations for Leg 6.  Overnight, the weather had taken a turn 
for the worse, with gathering clouds, thunder and lightning.  The sea state was still 1-2, 
however, and mapping continued.  At 1250, air temperature 17°C, pressure 1014 mBar 
and dropping slightly, wind ~3 kts out of the north. 
At 1225, we launched two Fast Deep XBTs to deal with observed variation in surface 
sound speed, but found that both failed; we therefore launched a Deep Blue which 
resulted in a reasonable profile, which was applied.  The application caused the line 
number on the Simrad console to increment automatically, since logging had to be 
stopped briefly to change casts (the auto-application solution was not available at the 
time).  By the time the new cast was applied, we found that the previous cast was more 
appropriate to the water column, and we therefore switched back.  This is consistent with 
the experience of previous legs of this cruise sequence. 
At 1712, we reduced power on the Knudsen to level 2 since it appeared to be 
penetrating sub-bottom by a significant amount. 
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At 1740, the power was restored to the forward TSG pumping system, and the TSG 
started to respond correctly to the intake water.  We observed that the primary (forward) 
TSG showed temperature typically 0.1°C below the aft TSG, and salinity typically 0.05 
higher.  We waited for the readings to settle, and then returned to the forward TSG as the 
primary sound speed measurement for the MBES. 
2008-05-06 (JD127) 
At 0211, we entered the Gulf Stream and the sea surface temperature increased several 
degrees centigrade.  We launched two XBTs, one just prior to entering the Gulf Stream, 
and the sound speed computed from the TSG and the XBT differed by ~2m/s.  Another XBT 
was launched immediately and showed a much closer agreement with the TSG.  One and a 
half hours later the surface sound speed increased rapidly by 3 m/s.  Three Fast Deep 
XBTs were launched of which the first two went bad after 200 m.  Refraction issues 
continued through the night and early morning as we spooled in and out of what appear to 
be Gulf Stream eddies (changes on the order of 15 m/s in 15 min. were occasionally 
observed).  Our ability to apply the XBT-derived SSP measurements during the night was 
compromised by having only one computer technician on board: the process required 
intervention, and apparently could not be done by the science party directly.  This meant 
that the second line’s data (line 388) were heavily refracted in places, although we 
attempted to gather a sufficient number of XBTs to allow the data to be re-corrected in 
post-processing.  A resolution to the XBT process was sought urgently. 
The weather started to degrade through the morning.  Although the wind speed 
remained in the 15-20 kts range, the seas rose to sea state 4-5 and occasionally 6, and the 
data quality was strongly affected towards the end of line 388, most especially on the 
weaker starboard side of the swath.  Data quality and coverage were limited.  We 
requested, at 1402, that the Captain authorize the ship to be ballasted a little lower on the 
bow to attempt to improve the aeration problem.  He reported that the bow was already 
down approximately 0.1m (4”), or about 0.2°, but he would add a little more ballast to 
see if it would help.  The engineers started pumping the bow tanks around 1445, and the 
Captain reported that this would increase the depression to approximately 0.25m (10”), 
which is about the legal limit of trim for the ship.  The seas calmed a little into the 
afternoon, which helped, but the increase in trim appeared to have improved the 
performance of the system a little too. 
At 1750, we turned around and headed south against the Gulf Stream, which caused a 
reduction in speed to approximately 10.6 kts SOG.  We requested that the bridge attempt 
to bring the speed up to 12 kts by putting on more turns, but this was apparently difficult 
since it would have increased past the engine normal outputs.  We then requested that 
they seek permission to do so, or at least do as best they could. 
Starting with the 1748 XBT cast, we were able to use the corrected version of the SSP 
sender to get XBTs into the Simrad console without stopping logging.  The process had 
been refined to the stage where the cast could be processed from the Sippican export 
format, extended, reformatted, check-summed and sent to the Simrad console straight 
from the workstation running the XBT real-time software.  This was a major step forward 
for the survey effort.  We tested this interface at 2200, and it worked smoothly; the cast 
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was taken up by the Simrad console without breaking line, and the XBT raw, exported and 
converted SSP files are all available on the network for archive.  An unexpected side-
effect was that we had to reset the logging on the Knudsen since its network share went 
away unexpectedly during the reconfiguration.  This resulted in three files for line 389: 
389a, 389b and 389c. 
As the day progressed, the effects of the Gulf Stream running against the ship became 
increasingly severe, until by 2330, the ship was only making 8.5 kts (ADCP measurements 
under the ship indicate a surface water speed of about 2.0m/s).  We requested that the 
Captain authorize more turns, which he did, although he noted that if we attempted to 
make turns for 12 kts against this current, (a) we would not be able to do it at any power 
output, and (b) we would run out of fuel before the end of the cruise.  Given the 
constraints, however, surveying south at 8.5 kts would not allow the cruise to complete, 
even with a fully operational sonar.  The Captain agreed to do the best available within 
the constraints, which is about as much as we could ask of anyone. 
2008-05-07 (JD 128) 
The sea state calmed significantly during the night, dropping to approximately sea state 2 
at the middle of the survey area, and then flattening out to almost flat as the day 
progressed.  The effects of the Gulf Stream also lessened somewhat, allowing us to transit 
at approximately 12 kts to the cross-line in the southern section, which we started at 
1436.  We passed a small sailboat on the port side about 1124 in approximately 35° 
33.70’N / 72° 21.63’W apparently under control and underway, but looking pitifully 
small to be this far away from land. 
We discovered today that the reason why we were seeing issues with the GPS system (a 
Furuno GP90) is that it was seriously over-budgeted in the amount of data that it had 
been asked to send.  This therefore caused drop-outs in the positioning data every 7-8 
seconds.  This has now been resolved.  Since the Simrad is synchronised to the GPS time 
via a 1PPS signal, however, we concluded that this will not invalidate the results of the 
patch-test. 
Preliminary analysis of the CTD station MBES data confirmed that the performance of 
the MBES was significantly degraded from that expected, and that the Knudsen on full 
power significantly impaired the MBES, especially in the outer beams as might be 
expected.  To quantify the difference, we took the raw data from the Simrad datagrams, 
and extracted a record of time, position and depth for each beam.  We then summarized 
these data by computing the MBES-face relative angle to each beam solution, and then 
binning the data by this angle.  Finally, we computed mean and standard deviations of 
this binned data within small ranges of consecutive pings, in this instance using 10 pings 
per analysis window and 5° angular bins.  The performance of the MBES with all acoustic 
systems secured (line 1 in the previous narrative) was as shown in Fig. 6(a).  Typically, 
we would have expected to have seen repeatability under these conditions of 
approximately 0.1% of water depth; in this instance we observed 0.2% at nadir, 
increasing to approximately 0.6% at the outer stable beams.  With the Knudsen on at 
power level 4 (line 2), Fig. 6(b), the degradation in performance in the outer beams was 
immediately evident.  Indeed, we were forced to eliminate from the analysis data further 
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than 2% of water depth from the mean in order to robustify the estimates of standard 
deviation.  The performance of the system with the Knudsen on power level 2, Fig. 6(c) 
shows that there is some slight degradation in performance with respect to Fig. 6(a), 
although this is essential a few rogue soundings to be removed, rather than a general 
increase in variability of the soundings.  A similar effect is seen once underway, Fig. 
6(d), which might explain part of the effect in Fig. 6(c), since the latter section of this line 
was underway after the recovery of the CTD. 
These analyses appeared to confirm that the MBES is limited in its signal-to-noise ratio 
on the outer beams due to the failed TX boards, and that running the Knudsen at power 
level 4 was inappropriate until such time as the boards could be replaced.  The argument 
against running the Knudsen at all was felt to be weaker, since the effects of simply being 
underway appeared to be approximately equal.  We therefore left the Knudsen running. 
At 2253 we used the last of the ship’s Fast Deep XBTs that we were allowed as part of 








(b) Performance while on station with the Knudsen running at full power. 
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(c) Performance with the Knudsen running at half power. 
 
(d) Performance while underway with all other acoustic sources secured. 
Figure 6. Performance of the MBES as a percentage of water depth 
while at the CTD station and underway immediately afterwards.  
The effect of the bad TX boards is evidenced by (a), while the 
effect of the Knudsen on full power is clear in (b). The 
performance loss in (c) due to the Knudsen on half power is not 
very large, since the outer beams are not usable anyway while 









2008-05-08 (JD 129)  
We concluded our cross-line at 0317 and commenced transiting to the north end of the 
southern section of the survey to start the next line.  The cross line traversed down the 
lower slope, as shown in Figure 7.  
The seas picked up a little overnight, and we continued to map through regions of 
widely varying sea-surface temperature and moderately varying salinity.  The variations 
in surface temperature are the primary driver in surface sound speed.  We also observed 
that our XBT drops were almost isothermal to some depth, often between 20 to 40m. 
The wind built steadily throughout the morning, blowing 30 kts continuously by 1400, 
at sea state 4 to 5 (Beaufort 6 to 7) with the swell from the northwest.  Data quality was 
somewhat affected, but since the line at the time was essentially a transit (and an 
auxiliary cross-line), we continued surveying. 
(a) Slope profile along cross-line 
(b) Perspective view of cross-line, vertical exaggeration 50x. 
(c) Shallow seismic profile along cross-line 
Figure 7.  (a) Profile, (b) perspective and (c) shallow sub-bottom data for the first cross-line. 
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We turned into the sea at 1712 and started surveying southwest along the next line of 
the southern section.  Data quality was marginal to poor, but the ride was a lot better, and 
since the weather disturbance causing the difficulties was to our north, it seemed more 
prudent to head south, even if the data would need to be rerun later.  At 1738, the bridge 
called down a speed change to 6 kts, since they had to check the anchor was attached 
firmly enough.  We consequently slowed down as required, which significantly improved 
the data quality; at 1748 we were allowed to return to speed, so we requested the bridge 
to bring the speed up slowly to 8 kts to see what this did to the data quality.  Data quality 
improved, although the Simrad console apparently lost connection to the topside unit 
around 1800, and we were forced to reconnect and restart logging, loosing a minute or so 
of data between the lines.  At 1814 we pulled the swath in to 6 km each side (12 km total 
swath) in order to better use the beams that were bearing: outside of approximately ±60° 
very few returns appeared reliable given the sea conditions.  This appeared to stabilize 
the swath somewhat and the ping rate improved, so we requested the bridge speed up to 
10 kts.  That looked good, so we returned to 12 kts where the data were acceptable. 
2008-05-09 (JD 130) 
A routine day of mapping in the southern sector.  The weather increased all day as we ran 
northeast on line 392, primarily because of a low-pressure system to the northeast of the 
survey area.  The system was predicted to move northeast away from the survey and the 
MBES was performing as well as might be expected given the circumstances when set for 
12 km total swath, so we persisted.  Safety drill for all hands 1815.  The replacement 
parts for the MBES were reported to have been seen in Seattle at Kongsberg’s primary 
U.S. site, but were predicted to likely take until 2008-05-13/14 before they could be 
delivered ready for pick-up off Norfolk, VA. 
2008-05-10 (JD 131) 
The weather deteriorated as we went northeast, growing to 8 to 10’ seas with long-period 
swell and 30 kt winds from the southwest.  At 0440, we turned off the MBES slope filter 
and set the range window to ‘large’ in the hope that this would help with tracking in bad 
weather.  The result was questionable but the data was no worse than before, so the 
settings were allowed to stand.  The wind finally switched to the northwest around 0900 
and started dropping, but data quality was marginal so we opted to continue south on line 
in the hope that some data would be acceptable and to position ourselves out of the worst 
of the weather.  At 0912 the data appeared to improve temporarily so the slope filter was 
turned on again and the range tracking was set to ‘small’.  Around 1300, the wind 
dropped away, the skies cleared and the mercury started rising for the first time in 24 hrs. 
However, we were left with ~8’ swells and the data continued poor.  By 1500, the seas 
had improved somewhat: swell, still, but no worse than we had experienced previously 
(i.e., prior to the storm conditions of the previous evening).  However, the data did not 
improve.  We checked the parameter settings for the MBES, and then pulled the swath in 
to 45° each side.  That appeared to improve things so we increased to ±50° in order to test 
achievable limits.  At this swath width, many drop-outs and false pings were observed.  
We then secured the Knudsen at 1557 to see whether interference could be significant.  
Monitored for 15 min and observed no change in performance so we reinstated the 
Knudsen as before.  We requested the bridge slow the speed to 10 kts to determine 
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whether speed and/or bubble sweep-down was a factor.  This appeared to help somewhat, 
and it also appeared that this was likely to have been simply a sea-state problem, since 
the Knudsen record was also affected.  We nevertheless stopped logging at 1630 to run a 
Simrad diagnostic BIST to determine if anything had deteriorated during the survey. 
However, the test showed that the situation was not significantly worse than before, 
suggesting that this is simply a weather issue.  We attempted to restart sounding, but 
found that the system needed to be hardware power-cycled to restart correctly; this led to 
BSP RAM errors and we had to settle the RAM on the cards before the system would restart 
correctly.  We recommenced pinging at 1707 with the range set to 6 km per side, and 
continued down the line at 10 kts, since that appeared to be the best speed to collect 
usable data.  Whether the MBES simply benefited from the reset, or changing speed 
improved matters, or if the sea conditions improved, data after the reset appeared to be 
much better than beforehand. 
2008-05-11 (JD 132) 
Reduced speed 0650 to 10 kts in order to improve data quality in slightly higher seas.  
Increased again to 12 kts at 1325 since seas abated somewhat.  Weather forecast was for 
another gale to spin up over the northern end of the survey region over the next day or so 
and we wanted to take advantage as much as possible of the current lull in the storms to 
survey the northern ends of the southern section lines.  Data quality was generally 
adequate, although wave noise on the hull, particularly taking a wave down the port side, 
appeared to be correlated much more strongly with lost data than might be expected for 
fully functional SONAR of this type. 
 During an investigation of a data-motion issue, we discovered that the raw attitude 
data in the Simrad output had occasional glitches, where roll, pitch, heading and heave 
resort to what appear to be essentially random values for a small number of 
measurements (being taken at 100 Hz) and then return to the correct outputs.  The 
connection was confirmed as being direct from the PhINS to the EM120, so there 
appeared to be little chance of any translation taking place.  The only possibility is for the 
mechanical selector switch for the motion sensor at the EM120 (the REVELLE also has a 
Marinus IMU) to be faulty, but that would more likely affect all data randomly, which is 
not observed.  We monitored the PhINS output with the manufacturer’s remote 
monitoring software in order to determine whether any errors were reported that could be 
correlated with incorrect data in the output.  However, since the effect is intermittent, this 
monitoring was left running into the following day. 
The seas increased during the run south, but even with the swath width set to 7 km per 
side, we found that the MBES performance was significantly better than previously 
observed.  The same conditions of high waves (8 to 9’) and side-swipe of waves down 
the port side were occurring, but the performance of the MBES appeared only mildly 
affected.  We suspect that this is primarily because the wind (35 kts, gusting 40 kts) was 
mostly from the east, and, therefore, was causing the ship to mostly roll rather than pitch.  
This minimizes the amount of aeration that was occurring and the effects on the bottom 
detection SNR. 
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2008-05-12 (JD 133) 
A little after 0030, the wave action on the port side became sufficiently active that the 
MBES again had problems tracking.  We cut the swath to 6 km a side, changed the filter 
settings to attempt to improve matters, and finally cut the speed to 10 kts.  At that point, 
we finally started getting adequate data, so we continued surveying.  The conditions were 
sufficiently bad that only a limited number of XBTs were able to be taken with safety. 
Around 0400, the MBES data quality declined significantly.  Some adjustment of the 
parameters, including setting a depth window of 4000 to 5500 m managed a partial 
recovery and the survey was continued through periods of intense thunder and lightening 
and associated rainstorms that had been causing the rapid changes in air temperature and 
an atmospheric low (994 mbar) in the southern section of the region.  The data continued 
to be marginal but acceptable quality so we pressed on to complete the re-run of the 
survey line previously affected by winds and weather.  There did not appear to be a 
strong correlation between any outside influence and the behaviour of the MBES at this 
time.  Strong pitch or none, strong roll or none, sometimes the bottom would be detected, 
and sometimes not.  However, we did observe, or rather hear, that the characteristic of the 
MBES transmission ‘click’ occasionally changed during ‘normal’ operation at this time, 
which seemed to point back simply to the unstable TX boards.  Our ability to safely 
obtain XBT-derived sound speed profiles was severely compromised at this time due to 
the local atmospheric pyrotechnics and sea conditions.  A strong increase in sea-surface 
sound speed at 0530 of approximately 1 m/s to 1527.7 m/s was not captured through a 
cast.   
We finished the line at approximately 35° 53.24’N since we already had data for the far 
southern portion.  Data quality was very poor towards the end of the line, although 
perhaps adequate for some use.  We transited to the southern end of the next line, and en 
route reset the MBES top-side unit to investigate the possibility that the difficulty was with 
the length of time the system had been in use.  The new line was started 1242 and 
although the seas were just as big (10 to 15’ swell with 1 to 4’ wind chop) and just as 
active (rolls on the order of 10 to 12° with some regularity, and rolls on the order of 25 to 
30° on occasion), Figure 8, the MBES data was as good as any that had been seen this leg.  
There was less evidence of bubble sweep-down on the Knudsen display, so the problems 
may also be related to wave direction. 
2008-05-13 (JD 134) 
The data degraded slowly throughout the line, however, as we chased a channel north-
east.  At 0539, the data quality was judged to be too limited to justify continuing the line, 
and we aborted the data collection to start our transit to Cape Henry in order to pick up 
the replacement TX boards required to fix the MBES. 
While underway for transit, we compared the data collected so far with the previous 
leg’s data, collected with an EM121A on various USNS ships.  We found that the results 
were comparable in level of system artefacts, and within specification for depth 
repeatability, Fig. 9.  This also allowed us to review the pass over what we believe to be 
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Hatteras Transverse Canyon Rona et al., 1967) at the bottom of the image, which 
circumstantially followed the track of line 397 almost exactly. 
 
 
Figure 8. “Active” surveying the North Atlantic, 2008-05-13/1100EST.  Compare the 




Figure 9. Comparison between EM121A data (upper left) and EM120 data 
(lower right); depths are comparable within survey specifications, and 
there are no distinct differences in texture other than the respective MBES 
artefacts as detailed in the cruise reports, which are unavoidable.  Note 
also the view of Hatteras Transverse Canyon (Rona et al., 1967) along 
line 397 of the current survey, at the bottom left of the image). 
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2008-05-14 (JD 135) 
While underway, we realized that the MBES was not correctly detecting the bottom at all, 
although the wave conditions had considerably improved.  In addition, audibly, the sound 
of the MBES firing, heard from below the main deck, had a nasty ‘buzz’ to it, rather than 
the clean ‘click’ that is more typical of the system operating in correct form.  This buzz 
also occurred prior to the end of line 396, which we associated at the time with weather, 
but was gone when we reset before heading to line 397.  As a test, we reset the Simrad 
top-side processing unit, the logic being that if the system recovered lock, then it was 
definitely a system-related problem, and not a weather effect.  The reboot caused the 
system to display BSP errors as before, so the SIO tech replaced the boards with spares, 
rather than fettling the cards back into their sockets.  One the of shipboard spares turned 
out to be of an older firmware revision level than those in the system, and could not be 
used, but the other was brand new and was used to replace the BSP card that was believed 
to most likely be the bad one.  When rebooted at 0110, the system appeared to lock to the 
bottom immediately, and started pinging (audibly) correctly.  This would suggest that 
there is a time-dependence to the bad bottom detection, rather than simply weather 
dependence as expected previously.  We let the system continue running in order to 
monitor behaviour over time as we run for the coast. 
Meanwhile, news from the beach was that there were in fact only two TX64 boards 
available on the planet: one for an EM120 and a compatible one for an EM300, both in 
Seattle.  There never were three boards in Norway; Simrad made a mistake and were 
attempting to build more.  It was unclear whether these boards would be available for 
pick-up in Norfolk tomorrow morning, but since the ship was committed at this point, we 
continued heading toward the beach. 
We hove-to in the approach to Hampton Roads at the south end of the deep-draft 
channel around 0900 to await arrival of the boards by courier and small-boat.  While 
waiting, we tested the output from the PhINS, and discovered that there were numerous 
occasions where the time stamps appeared to be having problems, especially when the 
GPS input string was identified as being in C/A mode.  This is not expected, so we 
rebooted the system.  We also changed out the spare SPTX and SPRX boards for the 
EM120, so that we had, essentially, replaced all of the parts of the system that were 
readily replaced with new spares.  Subsequent inspection of the PhINS output shows that 
some problems were still occurring after reboot, about once an hour.  There is no 
explanation as to what was causing these system errors since other monitors of the same 
data stream do not show this effect. 
We got underway 1705 to pick up the boards from the small-boat, having been delayed 
by courier waits.  We picked up the new spares at 1805, and moved back to our DP 
position to await word from Simrad and the beach about the current symptoms and 
continuation.  We arrived at the DP point at 1850, and went to DP mode.  We installed the 
new TX64 cards and moved the others around such as to spread the bad channels over the 
whole of the array, with the worst cards towards the outer edges on the advice of Simrad, 
with the final distribution of bad channels as shown in Table 3. 
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The BIST test was then run again, but failed with errors in the transmit RAM of one of 
the new TX64 boards.  We removed and re-fettled the RAM on the board in case it had 
been shaken loose in shipping, and then retested; adjustment appeared to do nothing, so 
we then checked all of the fuses on the board, but they all tested as operational.  Finally, 
we swapped the RAM from one of the cards with bad channels (but that passed the RAM 
test) to the new card with bad RAM, and retested.  This also failed, suggesting that the 
problem was the board, not the RAM.  We replaced this ‘new’ board with the least worst 
of the original set and brought the system back up. 
We spoke with Simrad in Seattle and ran through all of the symptoms that we had seen 
so far with them.  They did not have much else to suggest, apart from replacing the SPTX 
card, which we had already done, and checking that the fans in the top-side processor 
were working.  We checked the fans, which were operating as expected. 
After all of this work had been done, we repeated the BIST test.  Although Simrad had 
previously suggested that this was not very indicative in shallow water, it has been 
remarkably accurate in predicting the numbers of channels that were also found to be bad 
in deep water in this instance.  The tests showed that there were now 35 bad channels 
across the boards, rather than the 62 we had before.  However, there was no way to test 
the time-dependent or weather-dependent performance in ~17 m of water.  After 
discussion with CCOM and SIO, we got underway 2230 towards the middle of the last line, 
which was compromised by the problems being experienced (and the weather), hoping to 
test in deeper water and monitor the behaviour of the system over time as we headed out 
to the survey area. 
2008-05-15 (JD 136) 
We continued underway for the test site/last line, turning on the MBES at 0350 in 500 m 
water depths indicated on the Knudsen.  At 1100, the data on the MBES appeared to be 
similar in quality to the previous runs that had been made, achieving a reliable swath of 
TABLE 3: DISTRIBUTION OF BAD CHANNELS IN THE MBES AFTER REPLACING THE ONE 
AVAILABLE CARD AND REDISTRIBUTING THE BAD CARDS TO SPREAD THE DAMAGE 
EQUALLY OVER THE ARRAY. 
Card # Bad Channels Card # Bad Channels 
1 1 1 8 0 - 
2 0 - 9 1 566 
3 4 129, 133, 150, 165 10 0 - 
4 8 193, 196, 210, 215, 225, 
226, 227, 231 
11 6 643, 644, 645, 674, 677, 
678 
5 8 268, 274, 278, 279, 289, 
294, 295, 309 
12 5 705, 707, 708, 726, 739 
6 1 381 13 0 - 
7 0 - 14 1 837 
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approximately 7 km on port and an estimated 6 km on starboard in ~3800m of water.  
The seas had calmed considerably since our last visit to this region, to the order of 2 to 3’ 
mostly in swell; wind 14 to 16 kts from the west.  At 1450, the MBES was still performing 
adequately with roughly 7 km per side on every swath, with some small variations on the 
starboard side.  We turned to line at 1530 and started re-surveying the decaying end of 
line 397 as line 398, keeping the MBES on all the time in order to determine the time to 
failure, if any. 
Around 1630, we started to observe what appeared to be degradation, which seemed to 
get worse until around 1800, but then cleared up.  The winds were then 10 to 11 kts 
bearing 243°, although the sea state had not significantly increased since the start of the 
experiment.  By the end of the line at 2258, the MBES appeared to be operating no worse 
than before, so we opted to continue mapping. 
2008-05-15 (JD 137) 
We continued surveying without incident until 1326 when the Simrad console sent 
warnings that the 1PPS signal from the GPS had not been received within time.  The SIO 
tech reset the system’s idea of what level of voltage the 1PPS had to achieve and the 
system appeared to recover. 
Around 1800, some evidence of systematic artifacts were seen in the MBES output.  
Although it was not clear that there was the same effect as we observed before the board 
change-outs, there did not seem to be a correlated causative factor such as weather, ship 
motion, etc., although the artifacts did appear after we started line 400, heading 025˚ with 
the swell and wind directly abaft the stern.  The artifacts were intermittent and did not 
appear to affect overall data density at the required level, so we continued to monitor the 
artifacts, setting the system into manual angle mode with angles of 60° on both sides of 
the swath in order to minimize recovery time from bad pings and adding depth gates 
appropriate to the data in order to focus the bottom detection in the right depth range.  We 
concluded that our replacement of boards had not been a miracle cure; the MBES is still 
not performing to specification under nominal survey conditions. 
Otherwise, this was an essentially routine day of surveying. 
2008-05-16 (JD 138) 
Sadly, the improvement in the weather turned out to be temporary and as we turned the 
corner on line 401 (bearing 205˚) the seas became confused and the ship started pitching 
significantly.  This was predominantly caused by a large, complex, low-pressure system 
(minimum about 996 mbar) hovering directly over the northern end of the survey area 
and putting out a cold front right through the active survey zone.  Data quality was 
extremely compromised, so at 1006 we aborted the line and informed the Captain to pick 
a course that was hopefully a little more comfortable, stay as close to the line as possible 
but otherwise transit south where the weather was more conducive to a productive 
survey.  The MBES was also observed to be making the strange audible “buzzing” on 
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transmit that we had heard previously when troubleshooting, suggesting that the 
behaviour might indeed be weather related (maybe cavitation into bubble clouds). 
Meanwhile, we attempted to continue troubleshooting the difficulties with the PhINS.  
We asked the SIO tech to examine the GPS serial cable to the PhINS and to move it to 
another slot on the hardware repeater.  This was accomplished without change to the 
difficulties reported by the PhINS, but in doing so we also discovered that the PhINS is 
not being fed from the Furuno GP90 GPS as had been previously indicated, but by a Leica 
MX420 GPS instead (see Figure 10 for antennae configuration on REVELLE). However, 
since the PhINS is not being used for positioning to the EM120, this should have little or 
no effect on the data.  Consequently, we opted to continue since the alternative would 
require a full-scale reconfiguration of the PhINS, a recalibration and a new patch test.  At 
the same time, we asked the SIO tech to determine the source of 1PPS signals to the 
EM120.  We discovered that, again, contrary to previous indications, this was not the 
GP90 either, but an EndRun Technologies Network Time Appliance running from yet 
another separate GPS receiver.  There is an issue with the relative timing of 1PPS signals 
from different GPS systems, particularly from different manufacturers.  However, the 
difference is typically on the order of a microsecond or less, which is not significant for 
the current purpose.  Again, to avoid issues of re-calibration for a minor anomaly, we 
opted to continue surveying. 
We reset the Simrad top-side processor to test the theory that the problem was time 
dependent; if it was, then the system should have recovered, weather or no; if not, then 
the problem was distinctly weather related.  The system did not recover performance, 
ergo the problem is clearly weather-related and the MBES had not improved its 
performance significantly.  In fair weather, the performance is sub-par but probably 
adequate; however, in any form of active motion, the performance drops away to a level 
making survey impossible. 
  
Figure 10. Antennae configuration on the R/V REVELLE.  The main mast, left, contains the 
majority of the navigation and communications antennae; the O2 deck roof, right, contains the 
GPS used for the EndRun Time Server that feeds 1PPS to the EM120. 
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The seas continued to build as we travelled south.  At 1520, we requested the ship slow 
to 10 kts, and then to 8 kts to assess whether it was possible to collect any data under the 
conditions.  The data quality did not improve, so we returned to 12 kts in order to 
minimize the downtime transiting away from the gale. 
Eventually, around 1700, the seas began to calm a little, the barometric pressure rose 
and the winds dropped down to 10 to 15 kts.  However, the MBES, did not improve 
dramaticall, and bad data was the norm.  We informed the Program Manager at CCOM of 
the current situation and then started recording a section of data to illustrate the typical 
performance of the system while on the line heading south.  At 1918, the data appeared to 
have improved a little so we tried again to log line 401.  Unfortunately, the data almost 
immediately failed again and we terminated logging and power-cycled the Simrad top-
side in an attempt to improve the situation since the weather was now almost ideal for 
survey.  The system restarted cleanly, so we started logging again at 401, take 3. 
2008-05-18 (JD 139) 
At 1330, we found that the PhINS position had drifted from reality, apparently because it 
had been rejecting positions from the GPS input and was moving inertially.  We 
reconfigured the filtering to always accept positions from the GPS in order to attempt to 
recover without breaking line and resetting; this appeared to work as expected, and the 
system also recovered the correct speed estimates.  This does not change the positioning 
in the EM120 outputs since they are coming directly from the GP90 receiver. 
At 1816, we came to the end of line 402. The data had been good throughout the line, 
although the seas and winds had remained very calm.  We brought the ship to a halt and 
then drifted while the PhINS was reset and completed its coarse alignment phase.  We 
then came slowly to 12 kt and transited for the next waypoint while the fine alignment 
was concluded per manufacturer’s instructions.  While waiting for the PhINS fine 
alignment to occur, we traced the cables again and found that the cable from the hardware 
repeater for the MX420 going to the PhINS had a bad connector and a loose wire inside; 
this was immediately rewired.  The MX420 was also reset to solve issues with the 
repeaters and the system finally came back to survey grade attitude output at 1920, when 
we circled back to the start of line and continued surveying. 
2008-05-19 (JD 140) 
Immediately, we turned to go south against the seas and the data quality was reduced, but 
not so significantly that surveying could not continue.  We reduced speed to 10 kts and 
then to 8 kts over portions of line 403 to attempt to improve quality, which appears now 
to be clearly related to pitching and aeration of the hull.  After reaching the portion of the 
planned line that was already covered in line 401, we transited to the start of line 404 and 
surveyed north with the seas.  Almost immediately, the data quality recovered and the 
system reliably generated swaths of 7 to 8 km on each side.  The remainder of the day 
was routine surveing under improving weather, going with the seas. 
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2008-05-20 (JD 141) 
A routine day of mapping in the southern sector in much improved wave and weather 
conditions. 
2008-05-21 (JD 142) 
Another day, another gale-force storm and its associated front sweeping through the 
survey area.  As we turned south the seas rose marginally, although the wind dropped 
away to 5 to 10 kts and the data quality took another turn for the worse.  At 1930, 
approximately half way through line 407, we slowed to 10 kts, which improved things 
somewhat.  This appeared to have been the fast-moving coastal storm predicted 24 hr 
previously, moving directly overhead. 
During the evening (JD 141), the ship’s network router was reconfigured to what was 
meant to be that appropriate for the Atlantic.  Unfortunately, this turned out not to be the 
case, cutting off all traffic from shore-side, and the old configuration could not be 
restored (it was apparently lost in the reboot).  Service could not be restored before we 
turned south, shading the antenna, so we were without e-mail, weather forecasts, etc. for 
most of the day. 
Examination of the current data showed evidence of a significant sound-speed anomaly 
at the northern end of the southern sector of the survey polygon.  This was not evidenced 
in the surface sound speed, and does not appear to be well captured in the XBT data from 
Deep Blue probes (operating down to 760 m).  We observed that the software used to 
extend the XBTs had changed look-up table zones in this region, which might be related, 
and that the data might be improved by re-tracing the soundings’ ray paths with an 
alternatively extended XBT-derived sound-speed profile. 
Otherwise, a routine day’s mapping in the southern sector: data of reduced quality 
when pitching more than ~1.5 to 2° going into the swell. 
2008-05-22 (JD 143) 
At 1640, the Simrad console lost connection with the processing unit and we had to reset 
them both in order to re-establish a reliable connection.  (Ethernet connectivity appeared 
to be implicated at the top-side processor.)  At the same time (and possibly the causative 
agent), the Met System crashed and had to be rebooted too.  We had the bridge slow 
down and backtrack slightly given the extra time available, but then continued up the line 
with a small gap rather than delaying any further. 
At 2025, we reached the end of line 409 at which point the Simrad console was taken 
down to be booted from CDROM in order to confirm the disk and I/O configuration was 
appropriate (primarily to troubleshoot the connectivity problem that stopped pinging 
earlier in the day). 
At 2200, the Met System was rebooted again, since it had started to record time 
erratically (i.e., it would halt for a few seconds and then run those seconds too quickly on 
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the display).  It was not clear what the cause for this was (the software is in-house 
developed SIO LabView code), but it seemed to be strongly affected by the averaging 
function built into the viewer.  With this turned off, things appeared to be much better.  
Since the only cause to use this system, as far as mapping goes, is to provide sound speed 
to the MBES, and given that the MBES averages the sound speed itself, we opted to turn the 
averaging mode off while the SIO technicians attempt to find a solution. 
2008-05-23 (JD 144) 
A routine day of mapping in the southern sector with adequate wind and wave conditions.  
Towards the end of the day, the wind turned to the northwest and the swell moved round 
to follow, leading to slightly rougher transit heading north.  The data was a little affected, 
but not significantly.  We observed that the Met System had not improved and no rapid 
resolution appeared forthcoming. The SIO tech had been resetting the system 
occasionally, but although this appeared to help the situation temporarily, it did not make 
any long-term improvement. 
2008-05-24 (JD 145) 
A routine day of mapping in the southern sector with continuing good weather and wave 
conditions.  The wind moved around to the northwest during the day but weakened, 
making south-going lines no longer as uncomfortable as they had been.  The SIO tech, in 
troubleshooting the Met System, concluded that the problem was likely a 32-channel 
serial port card and configured a new system to replace it.  However, given the timing 
relative to the turn of the lines, we opted to delay until the next line turn, in JD 146. 
2008-05-25 (JD 146) 
At 1820, and the end of line 415, the Met System having shown no improvement, the SIO 
tech swapped out the server to another identical system, and moved the connections to 
the equivalent positions.  The new system appeared to be slightly better behaved, but was 
still not entirely consistent. However, it was better than no plots of data at all, which is 
where the previous system had degraded to, so we opted to keep the new system and 
continue surveying. 
At 1938, we concluded that we had finally got to the depth (~5100 m) where the 
Knudsen’s output, even at power level 1, was sufficiently affecting the MBES depth 
detection in the damaged starboard mid-range beams that the Knudsen had to be secured.  
We stopped logging and secured power to the 3.5-kHz transmitter.  MBES data availability 
in the starboard mid-range section immediately improved. 
At 2033, the bridge reported what appeared to be the wreck of a sailboat, and started to 
slow down to investigate as the flotsam came down the starboard side. The remains 
appeared to be part of a hull but there were no indications of anybody in the water so we 
brought the ship back up to survey speed and continued. 
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2008-05-26 (JD 147) 
We continued surveying in the southern section of the survey polygon, wrapping up the 
last few lines.  At 2114, the Simrad console lost connection to the processing unit and 
stopped pinging and logging on line 420, approximately 20 min. prior to the end of the 
line.  The SIO tech attempted to reboot the system to no avail, with the system indicating 
that the POST for the single-board computer was failing.  The SIO tech replaced this with 
another part from spares and the system rebooted.  By that time, we were beyond the end 
of the lineso we continued to the next line, leading us out of the southern section of the 
survey polygon and towards the cross-line for the northern section. 
2008-05-27 (JD 148) 
We turned northwest at 0230 and commenced the northern section cross-line.  We 
restarted the Knudsen at this time to provide some geological context for the data, 
judging that this was sufficiently beneficial to justify the higher starboard beam noise.  At 
1510, we noticed that the Knudsen had stopped recording data due to a Samba 
reconfiguration of the network that the SIO tech had implemented, but failed to inform us 
about.  (Significant, large-scale reconfiguration of the computer infrastructure and ship’s 
material condition ahead of an inspection scheduled after the cruise was the norm 
throughout the survey effort.)  We re-established the connection to the network share 
with all of the Knudsen data and restarted logging immediately.  At 2145, this happened 
again due to another unannounced re-configuration of the network.  At the same time, the 
XBT transfer process stopped due to overload on one of the Sun servers, reportedly due to 
some bad cron scripts that a previous SIO tech had installed unadvisedly.  We advised 
the SIO tech that no such further re-configurations were acceptable and rebooted the 
machines.  Since the Knudsen was still having a deleterious effect on the MBES data, 
particularly the starboard side, we secured it for the duration at this time too. 
2008-05-28 (JD 149) 
At 1809, the MBES crashed again, leaving no connection between the console and the 
processing unit.  We restarted the console, which seemed to make the connection again, 
contrary to previous experience, and continued logging on the next line number.  The 
problem again was a communications issue between the two systems, which pointed to a 
continuing networking problem either at the processing unit or in the console (they have a 
private network connection).  This apparently had not been resolved from the similar 
issue on 2008-05-26. 
We continued surveying under deteriorating weather conditions (for this MBES), which 
had a deleterious effect on the data.  As we turned north onto line 426, the data was very 
poor due to aeration caused by pitching, and although we recorded the line, the data was 




2008-05-29 (JD 150) 
The weather improved somewhat as we reached the north end of the survey area and we 
were able to keep the data for processing towards the end of line 426.  At the point when 
the data started becoming useful, we attempted to take another XBT and apply the sound 
speed profile, but were prevented by yet another permissions problem on the SSP 
computer due to network changes implemented by the SIO tech.  He fixed the problem, 
although it took approximately two hours to do, and all of this data was badly refracted.  
We once again warned the SIO tech not to change the network while we were on line. 
  At 1720, we finished line 427 short so that we could turn to the north and come about on 
a cross-line 60 nmi northeast of the previous one (line 428).  Since the whole of the 
survey polygon was not going to be completed, the goals of this second cross-line were to 
provide a suitable measurement at 60 nmi from the last extant one to determine the 
geomorphology of this part of the lower margin.  
2008-05-30 (JD 151) 
We continued surveying until midnight local time (0400), at which point the Captain 
required us to start heading for the dock; we transited for the remainder of the day.  We 
continued to log data during the transit until we reached the area already mapped, and 
then swapped transit files to provide a clean break in the system.  The extra dip line 
showed continuous increase in depth until outside of the instant survey polygon, then 
‘mud waves’ or ridges consistent with the data observed in the previous dip line, and in 
the southern region.   
2008-05-31 (JD 152)  
We spent the day in a very calm transit, and reached the dock at Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution at 1210 (0810 EST).  We started the ship-side gravity tie at 
1430 and then set up over a nearby tidal benchmark (PID designator LW1573, NOS ID 844 
7930 TIDAL 6 at approximaely 41° 31’ 26.0”N 070° 40’ 17.0”W), marked “Coast and 
Geodetic Survey”,  “6 1971” to complete the tie (Fig. 11). We backed up all data to disc 
and DVD to complete Leg 6 at 1630. 
 
Figure 11 Location and benchmark for the gravity tie in Woods 
Hole, MA.  This is Coast and Geodetic Survey marker 6-1971, 
PID LW1573, NOS ID 844 7930 TIDAL 6.  
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6 Personnel List 
The R/V REVELLE provided deck officers, crew and support personnel as appropriate for 
the safe operation of the ship.  A resident technician was provided by Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography (University of California San Diego) to provide assistance in operating 
the computer and survey equipment on the ship and to train the scientific party in their 
correct usage.  The ship and scientific party is detailed in the Table 4. 
TABLE 4: CREW AND SCIENCE PARTY LIST FOR LEG 6. 
Name Organization Role 
Dr. Brian Calder CCOM-JHC, UNH Chief Scientist 
CAPT. Thomas Desjardins SIO, UCSD Ship’s Master 
S. Bryon Wilson SIO, UCSD Chief Mate 
M. Turner SIO, UCSD Second Mate 
H. Galiher SIO, UCSD Third Mate 
Nathan Wardwell CCOM-JHC, UNH Bathymetric Processing 
Deborah M. Smith SAIC Bathymetric Processing 
Evan J. Robertson SAIC Bathymetric Processing 
Franklin Delahoyde SIO, UCSD Shipboard Technician 
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7 File Name Translations 
JD Data 
Folder 
Raw Filename GSF Filename UNH Filename 
123 080502 0001_20080502_222827 rrmba081232228.d01 Atlantic_line_transit1 
123 080502 0002_20080502_232827 rrmba081232328.d01 Atlantic_line_transit2 
123 080502 0003_20080502_234320 rrmba081232343.d01 Atlantic_line_transit3 
123 080502 0004_20080502_234843 rrmba081232348.d01 Atlantic_line_transit4 
124 080503 0005_20080503_004844 rrmba081240048.d01 Atlantic_line_transit5 
124 080503 0006_20080503_014844 rrmba081240148.d01 Atlantic_line_transit6 
124 080503 0007_20080503_024845 rrmba081240248.d01 Atlantic_line_transit7 
124 080503 0008_20080503_034845 rrmba081240348.d01 Atlantic_line_transit8 
124 080503 0009_20080503_044845 rrmba081240448.d01 Atlantic_line_transit9 
124 080503 0010_20080503_054846 rrmba081240548.d01 Atlantic_line_transit10
124 080503 0011_20080503_064846 rrmba081240648.d01 Atlantic_line_transit11
124 080503 0012_20080503_074847 rrmba081240748.d01 Atlantic_line_transit12
124 080503 0013_20080503_084847 rrmba081240848.d01 Atlantic_line_transit13
124 080503 0014_20080503_094847 rrmba081240948.d01 Atlantic_line_transit14
125 080504 0005_20080504_064107 rrmba081250641.d01 Atlantic_line_patch1 
125 080504 0007_20080504_075255 rrmba081250753.d01 Atlantic_line_patch2 
125 080504 0008_20080504_090659 rrmba081250907.d01 Atlantic_line_patch3 
125 080504 0009_20080504_113623 rrmba081251136.d01 Atlantic_line_patch4 
125 080504 0010_20080504_125538 rrmba081251255.d01 Atlantic_line_patch5 
125 080504 0011_20080504_142551 rrmba081251425.d01 Atlantic_line_patch6 
125 085040 0012_20080504_154026 rrmba081251540.d01 Atlantic_line_patch7 
125 080504 0013_20080504_170341 rrmba081251703.d01 Atlantic_line_patch8 
125 080504 0014_20080504_174542 rrmba081251745.d01 Atlantic_line_patch9 
125 080504 0015_20080504_182140 rrmba081251821.d01 Atlantic_line_transit15
125 080504 0016_20080504_193611 rrmba081251936.d01 Atlantic_line_transit16
125 080504 0017_20080504_200928 rrmba081252009.d01 Atlantic_line_transit17
125 080504 0018_20080504_222241 rrmba081252222.d01 Atlantic_line_transit18
126 080505 0019_20080505_021305 rrmba081260213.d01 Atlantic_line_transit19
126 080505 0387_20080505_105857 rrmba081261059.d01 Atlantic_line_387 [1] 
126 080505 0388_20080505_122057 “ “ 
126 080505 0389_20080505_123651 “ “ 
126 080505 0390_20080505_151150 “ “ 
126 080505 0391_20080505_163603 “ “ 
126 080505 0392_20080505_175300 “ “ 
126 080505 0393_20080505_194759 “ “ 
126 080505 0394_20080505_204905 “ “ 
126 080505 0395_20080505_233734 “ “ 
127 080506 0396_20080506_022651 “ “ 
127 080506 0397_20080506_034422 “ “ 
JD Data 
Folder 




Raw Filename GSF Filename UNH Filename 
127 080506 0398_20080506_043149 rrmba081270431.d01 Atlantic_line_transit20
127 080506 0399_20080506_055436 rrmba081270554.d01 Atlantic_line_388 [2] 
127 080506 0400_20080506_124055 “ “ 
127 080506 0401_20080506_135207 “ “ 
127 080506 0402_20080506_175540 rrmba081271755.d01 Atlantic_line_389 
128 080507 0390_20080507_143612 rrmba081281436.d01 Atlantic_line_390 
129 080508 0021_20080508_033312 rrmba081290333.d01 Atlantic_line_transit21 
[3] 
129 080508 0391_20080508_171240 rrmba081291712.d01 Atlantic_line_391 
130 080509 0392_20080509_112551 rrmba081301126.d01 Atlantic_line_392 
131 080510 0393_20080510_051603 rrmba081310516.d01 Atlantic_line_393 [4] 
131 080510 0394_20080510_171658 rrmba081311717.d01 Atlantic_line_394 
131 080510 0395_20080510_235705 rrmba081312357.d01 Atlantic_line_395 
132 080511 0396_20080511_182425 rrmba081321824.d01 Atlantic_line_396 
133 080512 0397_20080512_124225 rrmba081331242.d01 Atlantic_line_397 
136 080515 0023_20080515_040000 rrmba081360400.d01 Atlantic_line_transit23
136 080515 0398_20080515_153004 rrmba081361530.d01 Atlantic_line_398 
136 080515 0399_20080515_233758 rrmba081362338.d01 Atlantic_line_399 
137 080516 0400_20080516_164610 rrmba081371646.d01 Atlantic_line_400 
138 080517 0401_20080517_193412 rrmba081381934.d01 Atlantic_line_401 
139 080518 0402_20080518_024048 rrmba081390240.d01 Atlantic_line_402 
139 080518 0403_20080518_194534 rrmba081391945.d01 Atlantic_line_403 
140 080519 0404_20080519_124945 rrmba081401249.d01 Atlantic_line_404 
141 080520 0405_20080520_045244 rrmba081410453.d01 Atlantic_line_405 
141 080520 0406_20080520_204856 rrmba081412049.d01 Atlantic_line_406 
142 080521 0407_20080521_122740 rrmba081421227.d01 Atlantic_line_407 
143 080522 0408_20080522_053631 rrmba081430536.d01 Atlantic_line_408 [5] 
143 080522 0409_20080522_173504 rrmba081431735.d01 Atlantic_line_409 
143 080522 0410_20080522_210613 rrmba081432106.d01 Atlantic_line_410 
144 080523 0411_20080523_114429 rrmba081441144.d01 Atlantic_line_411 
145 080524 0412_20080524_003730 rrmba081450037.d01 Atlantic_line_412 
145 080524 0413_20080524_131235 rrmba081451312.d01 Atlantic_line_413 
146 080525 0414_20080525_000028 rrmba081460000.d01 Atlantic_line_414 
146 080525 0415_20080525_102318 rrmba081461023.d01 Atlantic_line_415 
146 080525 0416_20080525_185304 rrmba081461853.d01 Atlantic_line_416 
147 080526 0417_20080526_030657 rrmba081470307.d01 Atlantic_line_417 
147 080526 0418_20080526_092937 rrmba081470929.d01 Atlantic_line_418 
147 080526 0419_20080526_153445 rrmba081471535.d01 Atlantic_line_419 
147 080526 0420_20080526_192828 rrmba081471928.d01 Atlantic_line_420 
147 080526 0421_20080526_224347 rrmba081472243.d01 Atlantic_line_421 
148 080527 0422_20080527_023016 rrmba081480230.d01 Atlantic_line_422 
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Raw Filename GSF Filename UNH Filename 
148 080527 0423_20080527_224908 rrmba081482249.d01 Atlantic_line_423 
149 080528 0424_20080528_112851 rrmba081491129.d01 Atlantic_line_424 
149 080528 0425_20080528_181114 rrmba081491811.d01 Atlantic_line_425 
150 080529 0426_20080529_001943 rrmba081500019.d01 Atlantic_line_426 
150 080529 0427_20080529_140417 rrmba081501404.d01 Atlantic_line_427 
150 080529 0428_20080529_181654 rrmba081501817.d01 Atlantic_line_428 
JD Data 
Folder 
Raw Filename GSF Filename UNH Filename 
 
Notes: 
1. Due to the limitations in applying XBTs during survey, logging had to be 
stopped and restarted for each SSP update.  Lines 
0387_20080505_105857_raw.all through 
0397_20080506_034422_raw.all therefore represent planned line 387.  
We concatenated all of the raw files into one Simrad EM-series data file, 
renamed it, and then converted to GSF so that only one file is represented in 
the raw and GSF archives for the project. 
2. Due to the limitations in applying XBTs during survey, logging had to be 
stopped and restarted for each SSP update.  Lines 
0399_20080506_055436_raw.all through 
0401_20080506_135207_raw.all therefore represent planned line 388.  
We concatenated all of the raw files into one Simrad EM-series data file, 
renamed it, and then converted to GSF so that only one file is represented in 
the raw and GSF archives for the project. 
3. This file might also be used as a cross-line, since it traverses the majority of 
the southern section of the survey area. 
4. Line 393 was collected during adverse sea conditions and does not contain 
any data that should be used for processing and product creation. 
5. Line 408 was cut short by a Simrad processor crash.  The planned line 
continues with line 409. 
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8 XBT Launch Metadata 
A total of 312 XBTs were launched during the course of the survey (Fig. 12), of which 30 
(9.6%) failed on or after launch.  The metadata associated with them is given in the 
spreadsheet on the following pages and is available digitally with the cruise report 
archive. 
 
Figure 12. Locations of XBTs launched during the course of the survey in an attempt to 
understand the sound speed profile structure of the water column and therefore correct for 
refraction. 
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13 00010142 05/02/2008 22:58:12 25.881900 078.122200 997.9 1533.34 
20080502_234724.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
CTD N/A 05/03/2008 15:31:56 29.875000 075.956700 4928.2 1533.46 N/A CTD.  KN700101.CNV 
16 00010146 05/03/2008 19:02:45     997.9 1533.94 N/A 
FAST DEEP.  CURRENT POSITION WAS 
NOT UPDATING IN THE MK21 SOFTWARE.  
THIS CAST WAS TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO 
THE CTD CAST FOR COMPARISON. 
17 00010143 05/03/2008 19:09:30     997.9 1533.81 N/A 
FAST DEEP.  CURRENT POSITION WAS 
NOT UPDATING IN THE MK21 SOFTWARE.  
THIS CAST WAS TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO 
THE CTD CAST FOR COMPARISON. 
18 01047002 05/03/2008 19:48:09     758.0 1533.50 N/A 
DEEP BLUE.  CURRENT POSITION WAS 
NOT UPDATING IN THE MK21 SOFTWARE.  
THIS CAST WAS TAKEN IN PROXIMITY TO 
THE CTD CAST FOR COMPARISON. 
19 00010145 05/04/2008 04:57:22 29.849800 076.035100 997.9 1532.72 
20080504_050423.
75000 
FAST DEEP APPLIED.  USED FOR PATCH 
TEST. 
20 00010176 05/04/2008 18:07:56 29.796000 075.956800 997.9 1532.33 
20080504_182000.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
21 00010175 05/04/2008 22:12:35 30.536400 075.539900 997.9 1533.12 
20080504_222140.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
22 01047003 05/04/2008 22:36:25 30.608300 075.496900 758.0 1533.58 N/A 
DEEP BLUE.  XBT WAS TAKEN FOR 
COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS.  THE TWO 
COMPARED WELL SO THIS ONE IS NOT 
APPLIED. 
23 00010174 05/05/2008 02:03:37 31.249200 075.111500 997.9 1529.63 
20080505_021056.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
START OF SURVEY 
24 00010180 05/05/2008 10:15:14 32.845900 074.138924 997.9 1530.80 
20080505_105609.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
25 00010179 05/05/2008 12:04:05 33.193830 073.934073 FAILED N/A N/A 
FAST DEEP CAST FAILED PROFILE NOT 
GOOD.  
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26 00010178 05/05/2008 12:08:40 33.209415 073.926464 FAILED N/A N/A 
FAST DEEP CAST FAILED PROFILE NOT 
GOOD.  
27 01047006 05/05/2008 12:14:54 33.227819 073.916105 758.0 1529.02 
20080505_121852.
65000 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
28 01047007 05/05/2008 14:37:16 33.661983 073.670361 FAILED N/A N/A 
DEEP BLUE CAST FAILED PROFILE NOT 
GOOD.  
29 00010177 05/05/2008 14:42:59 33.679952 073.660294 997.9 1531.02 
20080505_151059.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
30 00010184 05/05/2008 17:36:11 34.209501 073.358814 997.9 1525.86 
20080505_175201.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
31 00010183 05/05/2008 19:38:24 34.580925 073.146484 997.9 1528.38 
20080505_194648.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
32 00010182 05/05/2008 22:36:24 35.124548 072.833993 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP. CAST FAILED. 
33 00010181 05/05/2008 22:39:29 35.133895 072.828426 997.9 1524.69 
20080505_224625.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
34 00010185 05/06/2008 02:02:52 35.749382 072.471859 997.9 1527.16 
20080506_021108.
65000 
FAST DEEP.  NOT APPLIED SINCE VESSEL 
CROSSED INTO A SIGNIFICANTLY 
DIFFERENT WATER MASS. 
35 00010186 05/06/2008 02:20:44 35.902612 072.440951 997.9 1531.18 
20080506_022457.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
36 00010188 05/06/2008 03:36:38 36.028202 072.309538 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP. CAST FAILED. 
37 00010187 05/06/2008 03:37:59     FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP. CAST FAILED. 
38 00010189 05/06/2008 03:39:28 36.036532 072.304606 997.9 1534.34 
20080506_034344.
65000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
39 00010190 05/06/2008 06:02:17 36.054618 071.906055 997.9 1533.52 20080506_060217 
FAST DEEP NEED TO APPLY POST PROC. 
SERIAL NUMBER WAS ENTERED 
INCORRECTLY IN THE MK21 SOFTWARE 
AND THEREFORE IS LISTED AS 00101190 IN 
THE EDF FILE. APPLIED POST PROCESSING 
060217-081818. 
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40 00010191 05/06/2008 08:18:19 36.387651 071.516048 997.9 1535.43 20080506_081819 
FAST DEEP. APPLIED POST PROCESSING 
081819-125000.  
41 00010193 05/06/2008 10:04:47 36.650541 071.206950 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP. CAST FAILED. 
42 00010194 05/06/2008 10:08:00 36.658337 071.197616 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP. CAST FAILED. 
43 01046998 05/06/2008 10:12:06 36.668323 071.185946 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE. CAST FAILED. 
44 00010192 05/06/2008 10:16:15 36.678349 071.174129 997.9 1529.37 20080506_101615 FAST DEEP.  NOT APPLIED TO ANY FILES. 
45 00010196 05/06/2008 10:56:45 36.777193 071.057430 997.9 1511.86 20080506_105645 FAST DEEP.  NOT APPLIED TO ANY FILES. 
46 00010195 05/06/2008 12:33:00 37.010673 070.781648 997.9 1530.40 
20080506_124029.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
47 00010041 05/06/2008 13:47:25 37.194116 070.564070 997.9 1534.53 
20080506_135121.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
48 00010042 05/06/2008 17:49:18 37.664653 069.853133 997.9 1535.19 
20080506_175521.
75000 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
49 00010043 05/06/2008 21:56:55 37.157878 070.456152 997.9 1535.23 20080506_215655 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
50 00010194 05/07/2008 01:37:38 36.768522 070.916796 997.9 1534.71 N/A FAST DEEP TRANSFER FAILED.  
51 00010045 05/07/2008 01:43:46 36.757450 070.929785 997.9 1534.84 20080507_014346 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
52 00010046 05/07/2008 05:25:54 36.319946 071.444295 997.9 1534.91 20080507_052554 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
53 00010047 05/07/2008 07:04:02 36.085249 071.719360 997.9 1533.64 20080507_070402 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
54 00010048 05/07/2008 14:14:34 35.155367 072.826294 997.9 1524.80 20080507_141434 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
55 00010049 05/07/2008 18:01:55 34.808293 072.060791 997.9 1525.50 20080507_180155 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
56 00010050 05/07/2008 34.712134 071.818034 997.9 1527.50 20080507_190742 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
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57 00010051 05/07/2008 20:02:31 34.631921 071.615544 997.9 1528.97 20080507_200231 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
58 00010052 05/07/2008 22:04:49 34.457731 071.176270 997.9 1528.40 20080507_220449 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
59 01046999 05/07/2008 22:53:29 34.387797 071.000081 758.0 1526.55 20080507_225329 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
60 01047000 05/08/2008 01:02:25 34.200208 070.528377 758.0 1524.87 20080508_010225 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
61 01047004 05/08/2008 06:01:15 34.452682 070.447608 758.0 1524.82 20080508_060115 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
62 01047008 05/08/2008 07:05:50 34.623063 070.612826 758.0 1528.23 20080508_070550 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
63 01047001 05/08/2008 09:54:47 35.069356 071.047347 758.0 1526.46 20080508_095447 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
64 01047005 05/08/2008 11:37:04 35.333838 071.305990 758.0 1529.67 20080508_113704 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
65 01047009 05/08/2008 14:08:23 35.719995 071.685083 758.0 1526.29 20080508_140823 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
66 01047034 05/08/2008 16:20:57 36.051221 072.011637 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
67 01047035 05/08/2008 16:23:29 36.057503 072.017765 758.0 1529.10 20080508_162329 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
68 01047036 05/08/2008 20:09:33 35.663355 072.400708 758.0 1525.19 20080508_200933 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
69 01047040 05/09/2008 00:14:23 34.915190 072.833415 758.0 1525.08 20080509_001423 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
70 01047037 05/09/2008 03:11:29 34.375171 073.143099 758.0 1525.72 20080509_031129 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED. USED FILE 
TD_00070B.EDF. 
71 01047038 05/09/2008 04:53:45 34.066341 073.319393 758.0 1528.47 20080509_045345 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
72 01047039 05/09/2008 06:03:37 33.850928 073.442106 758.0 1529.66 20080509_060337 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
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73 01047041 05/09/2008 09:06:08 33.298210 073.755119 758.0 1530.89 20080509_090608 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
74 01047042 05/09/2008 09:57:58 33.271830 073.648755 758.0 1531.03 20080509_125758 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
75 01047043 05/09/2008 13:58:47 33.454745 073.545410 758.0 1530.40 20080509_135847 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
76 01047044 05/09/2008 15:15:01 33.688241 073.413029 758.0 1529.48 20080509_151501 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
77 01047045 05/09/2008 16:47:23 33.967717 073.254370 758.0 1527.21 20080509_164723 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
78 01046926 05/09/2008 17:57:16 34.178715 073.134277 758.0 1525.61 20080509_175716 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
79 01046927 05/09/2008 20:09:29 34.579667 072.904809 758.0 1526.08 20080509_200929 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.  
80 01046928 05/09/2008 23:16:02 35.151876 072.575838 758.0 1524.83 20080509_231602 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
81 01046931 05/10/2008 02:04:39 35.662594 072.279647 758.0 1525.46 20080510_020439 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
82 01046932 05/10/2008 03:15:25 35.871615 072.158342 758.0 1528.99 20080510_031525 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
83 01046929 05/10/2008 05:12:52 36.073942 071.906087 758.0 1529.07 20080510_051252 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
84 01046930 05/10/2008 09:21:50 35.325834 072.341716 758.0 1524.50 20080510_092150 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
85 01046933 05/10/2008 13:18:03 34.606661 072.755982 758.0 1526.43 20080510_131803 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
86 01046934 05/10/2008 17:20:41 33.891618 073.164290 758.0 1526.04 20080510_172041 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
87 01046935 05/10/2008 18:16:06 33.746883 073.246558 758.0 1527.44 20080510_181606 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
88 01046936 05/10/2008 18:54:08 33.649723 073.301701 758.0 1528.83 20080510_185408 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
89 01046937 05/10/2008 33.529858 073.369629 758.0 1530.31 20080510_194027 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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90 01047070 05/10/2008 21:08:10 33.304529 073.497022 758.0 1531.68 20080510_210810 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
91 01047074 05/11/2008 01:11:05 33.202673 073.433260 758.0 1531.28 20080511_011105 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
92 01047071 05/11/2008 01:11:05 33.352397 073.348690 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE. PROBE FAILED. 
93 01047075 05/11/2008 02:04:44 33.362838 073.342798 758.0 1530.15 20080511_020444 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
94 01047072 05/11/2008 03:14:08 33.568132 073.226733 758.0 1528.65 20080511_031408 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
95 01047073 05/11/2008 04:18:21 33.761178 073.117236 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE  FAILED. 
96 01047077 05/11/2008 04:20:44 33.768189 073.113241 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE  FAILED. 
97 01047076 05/11/2008 04:23:25 33.776168 073.108659 758.0 1526.55 20080511_042325 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
98 01047081 05/11/2008 06:44:17 34.202210 072.866268 758.0 1526.32 20080511_064417 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
99 01047079 05/11/2008 07:49:27 34.372363 072.768888 758.0 1527.12 20080511_074927 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
100 01047078 05/11/2008 10:24:27 34.776432 072.537305 758.0 1525.00 20080511_102427 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
101 01047080 05/11/2008 14:15:11 35.406336 072.174064 758.0 1524.50 20080511_141511 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
102 01047010 05/11/2008 16:56:24 35.897494 071.888656 758.0 1525.46 20080511_165624 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
103 01047011 05/11/2008 18:28:23 36.049105 071.921436 758.0 1526.96 20080511_182823 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
104 01047012 05/11/2008 19:10:51 35.923499 071.994849 758.0 1525.55 20080511_191051 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
105 01047013 05/11/2008 21:53:39 35.436857 072.277572 758.0 1524.70 20080511_215339 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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106 01047014 05/12/2008 01:37:54 34.783557 072.654338 758.0 1526.77 20080512_013754 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
107 01047015 05/12/2008 12:38:28 32.971969 073.442009 758.0 1530.35 20080512_123828 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
108 01047016 05/12/2008 14:26:30 33.294381 073.260181 758.0 1527.94 20080512_142630 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
109 01047017 05/12/2008 15:23:39 33.469849 073.161198 758.0 1525.99 20080512_152339 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
110 01047018 05/12/2008 18:33:18 34.043311 072.835392 758.0 1527.22 20080512_183318 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
111 01047019 05/15/2008 04:24:46 36.085169 074.659253 758.0 1530.57 20080515_042446 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
112 01047020 05/15/2008 14:45:24 34.698885 072.598983 758.0 1524.50 20080515_144524 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
113 01047021 05/15/2008 18:43:35 35.225606 072.157210 758.0 1524.94 20080515_184335 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
114 01046941 05/15/2008 22:11:21 35.856539 071.791512 758.0 1532.82 20080515_221121 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
115 01046940 05/16/2008 00:30:21 35.797249 071.680257 758.0 1524.80 20080516_003021 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
116 01046939 05/16/2008 02:31:22 35.433390 071.891577 758.0 1524.26 20080516_023122 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
117 01046938 05/16/2008 04:17:00 35.111165 072.077800 758.0 1525.40 20080516_041700 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
118 01046942 05/16/2008 06:15:17 34.744332 072.289063 758.0 1526.16 20080516_061517 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
119 01046943 05/16/2008 08:28:41 34.336776 072.522583 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
120 01046944 05/16/2008 08:31:35 34.328060 072.527661 758.0 1524.92 20080516_083135 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED. USED FILE 
TD_0120A.EDF 
121 01046945 05/16/2008 11:36:12 33.773824 072.843368 758.0 1524.82 20080516_113612 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
122 01046946 05/16/2008 33.630668 072.924536 758.0 1527.17 20080516_122414 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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123 01046947 05/16/2008 15:06:43 33.142367 073.200594 758.0 1525.12 20080516_150643 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
124 01046948 05/16/2008 17:45:46 33.154016 073.036377 758.0 1527.36 20080516_174546 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
125 01046949 05/16/2008 20:55:53 33.731458 072.709798 758.0 1525.44 20080516_205553 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
126 01047129 05/17/2008 00:59:34 34.454175 072.297876 758.0 1526.05 20080517_005934 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
127 01047125 05/17/2008 03:20:43 34.886572 072.049919 758.0 1526.50 20080517_032043 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
128 01047121 05/17/2008 04:03:24 35.016683 071.974756 758.0 1528.10 20080517_040324 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
129 01047128 05/17/2008 05:41:24 35.317407 071.801172 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
130 01047127 05/17/2008 05:44:17 35.326172 071.796224 758.0 1524.19 20080517_054417 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED. USED FILE 
TD_00130A.EDF 
131 01047124 05/17/2008 08:29:43 35.831340 071.503068 758.0 1532.04 20080517_082943 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
132 01047126 05/17/2008 17:45:34 34.447298 072.156177 758.0 1524.79 20080517_174534 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
133 01047123 05/17/2008 20:41:36 33.903560 072.466325 758.0 1526.31 20080517_204136 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
134 01047122 05/17/2008 23:45:40 33.349300 072.780534 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
135 01047120 05/17/2008 23:49:41 33.337586 072.787419 758.0 1528.49 20080517_234941 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
136 01047119 05/18/2008 04:01:37 33.211784 072.712858 758.0 1526.64 20080518_040137 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
137 01047118 05/18/2008 05:17:17 33.440043 072.583919 758.0 1525.56 20080518_051717 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
138 01047222 05/18/2008 07:50:08 33.899398 072.323397 758.0 1524.59 20080518_075008 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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139 01047214 05/18/2008 12:22:50 34.741903 071.841797 758.0 1526.64 20080518_122250 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
140 01047215 05/18/2008 13:40:59 34.978227 071.706055 758.0 1528.67 20080518_134059 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
141 01047216 05/18/2008 14:35:30 35.143518 071.610832 758.0 1527.56 20080518_143530 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
142 01047217 05/18/2008 17:22:50 35.655461 071.314185 758.0 1525.42 20080518_172250 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
143 01047218 05/18/2008 18:01:37 35.774752 071.244987 758.0 1524.69 20080518_180137 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
144 01047219 05/18/2008 20:58:45 35.640434 071.468465 744.9 1526.25 20080518_205845 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
145 01047220 05/18/2008 21:37:36 35.525110 071.535287 758.0 1528.04 20080518_213736 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
146 01047221 05/19/2008 01:26:39 34.835877 071.933464 758.0 1526.70 20080519_012639 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
147 01047223 05/19/2008 02:27:04 34.651803 072.039128 758.0 1525.40 20080519_022704 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
148 01047224 05/19/2008 12:18:12 32.955571 072.709465 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
149 01047225 05/19/2008 12:21:17 32.945931 072.713045 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
150 01047046 05/19/2008 12:26:02 32.931576 072.718189 758.0 1527.00 20080519_122602 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
151 01047047 05/19/2008 13:04:54 33.001404 072.673665 758.0 1525.84 20080519_130454 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
152 01047048 05/19/2008 14:10:52 33.202604 072.560490 758.0 1526.66 20080519_141052 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
153 01047049 05/19/2008 16:00:13 33.533260 072.373413 758.0 1525.39 20080519_160013 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
154 01047050 05/19/2008 19:56:29 34.250708 071.965674 758.0 1526.20 20080519_195629 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
155 01047051 05/19/2008 34.766496 071.670158 758.0 1527.24 20080519_224729 DEEP BLUE APPLIED.USED FILE 
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156 01047052 05/19/2008 23:27:55 34.888709 071.599862 758.0 1528.87 20080519_232755 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
157 01047053 05/20/2008 01:38:28 35.290531 071.368205 758.0 1524.87 20080520_013828 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
158 01047055 05/20/2008 03:41:59 35.662614 071.152490 758.0 1527.13 20080520_034159 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
159 01047054 05/20/2008 05:25:21 35.605485 071.028093 758.0 1523.80 20080520_052521 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
160 01047056 05/20/2008 07:01:53 35.313395 071.197453 758.0 1524.35 20080520_070153 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
161 01047057 05/20/2008 08:00:49 35.130798 071.302840 758.0 1528.34 20080520_080049 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
162 01047109 05/20/2008 10:10:10 34.740072 071.527751 758.0 1526.27 20080520_101010 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
163 01047108 05/20/2008 10:40:23 34.646952 071.581201 758.0 1524.83 20080520_104023 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
164 01047107 05/20/2008 11:58:55 34.405355 071.719637 758.0 1525.71 20080520_115855 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
165 01047106 05/20/2008 14:57:50 33.864718 072.027922 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
166 01047110 05/20/2008 15:00:59 33.855180 072.033276 758.0 1525.32 20080520_150059 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
167 01047111 05/20/2008 17:21:51 33.427759 072.275594 758.0 1525.90 20080520_172151 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
168 01047112 05/20/2008 18:33:34 33.210376 072.398527 758.0 1527.02 20080520_183334 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
169 01047113 05/20/2008 19:39:29 33.009383 072.511703 758.0 1528.13 20080520_193929 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
170 01047114 05/20/2008 22:06:09 33.179635 072.246102 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
171 01047115 05/20/2008 22:08:46 33.187504 072.241414 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
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172 01047116 05/20/2008 22:12:09 33.197782 072.235905 758.0 1527.40 20080520_221209 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
173 01047117 05/20/2008 22:56:18 33.329972 072.161206 758.0 1526.13 20080520_225618 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
174 01047178 05/21/2008 00:50:30 33.676489 071.965129 758.0 1525.27 20080521_005030 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
175 01047179 05/21/2008 02:27:29 33.966964 071.800065 758.0 1524.36 20080521_022729 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
176 01047180 05/21/2008 02:38:49 34.000765 071.780754 758.0 1526.74 20080521_023849 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
177 01047181 05/21/2008 03:16:36 34.114054 071.716398 758.0 1527.35 20080521_031636 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
178 01047182 05/21/2008 05:34:45 34.525435 071.481071 758.0 1525.94 20080521_053445 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
179 01047183 05/21/2008 06:47:31 34.746314 071.354338 758.0 1525.14 20080521_064731 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
180 01047184 05/21/2008 07:41:56 34.912712 071.258651 758.0 1527.42 20080521_074156 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
181 01047185 05/21/2008 07:54:50 34.951160 071.236467 758.0 1528.30 20080521_075450 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
182 01047186 05/21/2008 09:03:56 35.156681 071.118294 758.0 1526.87 20080521_090356 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
183 01047187 05/21/2008 09:29:48 35.235848 071.072274 758.0 1524.90 20080521_092948 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
184 01047188 05/21/2008 10:09:30 35.359216 071.001050 758.0 1524.26 20080521_100930 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
185 01047189 05/21/2008 10:55:20 35.503451 070.917383 758.0 1525.21 20080521_105520 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED. USED FILE 
TD_00185A.EDF 
186 01045847 05/21/2008 12:31:23 35.598320 070.704891 758.0 1526.21 20080521_123123 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
187 01045848 05/21/2008 12:58:01 35.517989 070.751668 758.0 1524.88 20080521_125801 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
188 01045849 05/21/2008 34.898202 071.109733 758.0 1528.34 20080521_162249 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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189 01045850 05/21/2008 17:23:57 34.716508 071.213900 758.0 1525.38 20080521_172357 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
190 01045851 05/21/2008 18:53:57 34.448861 071.367505 758.0 1527.41 20080521_185357 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
191 01045852 05/21/2008 21:34:41 34.026770 071.608358 758.0 1527.70 20080521_213441 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
192 01045853 05/21/2008 23:41:35 33.714335 071.785872 758.0 1526.58 20080521_234135 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
193 01045854 05/22/2008 03:23:23 33.153329 072.103247 758.0 1527.60 20080522_032323 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
194 01045855 05/22/2008 04:20:28 33.009273 072.184399 758.0 1530.50 20080522_042028 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
195 01045856 05/22/2008 05:40:26 32.975460 072.033423 758.0 1531.56 20080522_054026 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED.USED FILE 
TD_00195A.EDF 
196 01045857 05/22/2008 06:44:03 33.168559 071.925212 758.0 1528.62 20080522_064403 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
197 01047142 05/22/2008 07:24:28 33.291492 071.855632 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED.  
198 01047143 05/22/2008 07:28:03 33.302433 071.849406 758.0 1527.18 20080522_072803 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
199 01047144 05/22/2008 09:52:56 33.743160 071.599854 758.0 1529.05 20080522_095256 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
200 01047145 05/22/2008 10:32:41 33.861609 071.532658 758.0 1528.42 20080522_103241 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
201 01047146 05/22/2008 11:04:15 33.956722 071.478597 758.0 1527.67 20080522_110415 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
202 01047147 05/22/2008 13:04:59 34.326038 071.267904 758.0 1525.96 20080522_130459 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
203 01047148 05/22/2008 15:00:46 34.680099 071.065145 758.0 1529.14 20080522_150046 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
204 01047149 05/22/2008 16:02:03 34.867932 070.957186 758.0 1526.34 20080522_160203 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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205 01047150 05/22/2008 16:31:28 34.958956 070.905013 758.0 1526.42 20080522_163128 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
206 01047151 05/22/2008 19:48:06 35.454822 070.618571 758.0 1525.90 20080522_194806 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
207 01047152 05/22/2008 21:08:29 35.492554 070.426359 758.0 1525.22 20080522_210829 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
208 01047153 05/22/2008 21:39:36 35.398515 070.481348 758.0 1526.80 20080522_213936 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
209 01045918 05/22/2008 23:10:53 35.119527 070.642538 758.0 1524.30 20080522_231053 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
210 01045919 05/22/2008 23:44:36 35.017558 070.701261 758.0 1525.80 20080522_234436 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
211 01045920 05/23/2008 00:37:15 34.856633 070.794010 758.0 1528.63 20080523_003715 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
212 01045921 05/23/2008 01:25:05 34.712024 070.877173 758.0 1530.95 20080523_012505 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
213 01045922 05/23/2008 02:02:16 34.599532 070.941569 758.0 1525.81 20080523_020216 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
214 01045923 05/23/2008 04:50:19 34.089718 071.232959 758.0 1527.20 20080523_045019 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
215 01045924 05/23/2008 05:31:09 33.965194 071.303996 758.0 1528.90 20080523_053109 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
216 01045925 05/23/2008 06:05:39 33.863513 071.361890 758.0 1531.10 20080523_060539 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
217 01045926 05/23/2008 08:32:06 33.421163 071.612704 758.0 1531.85 20080523_083206 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
218 01045927 05/23/2008 09:31:23 33.242118 071.713664 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
219 01045928 05/23/2008 09:34:42 33.232455 071.719271 758.0 1531.14 20080523_093442 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
220 01045929 05/23/2008 13:20:58 33.537268 071.377140 758.0 1532.02 20080523_132058 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
221 01045882 05/23/2008 33.899337 071.171631 758.0 1528.45 20080523_152155 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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222 01045883 05/23/2008 16:20:11 34.074662 071.071875 758.0 1526.51 20080523_162011 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
223 01045884 05/23/2008 18:50:01 34.525423 070.814168 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
224 01045885 05/23/2008 18:52:46 34.533728 070.809815 758.0 1530.98 20080523_185246 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
225 01045886 05/23/2008 19:42:58 34.684697 070.723153 758.0 1529.64 20080523_194258 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
226 01045887 05/23/2008 20:30:18 34.825903 070.641740 758.0 1526.32 20080523_203018 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED.USED FILE 
TD_00226A.EDF 
227 01045888 05/24/2008 00:47:40 35.360364 070.157723 758.0 1525.69 20080524_004740 
DEEP BLUE APPLIED.USED FILE 
TD_00227A.EDF 
228 01045889 05/24/2008 04:28:30 34.692542 070.542733 758.0 1529.10 20080524_042830 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
229 01045890 05/24/2008 05:39:10 34.481161 070.664046 758.0 1531.00 20080524_053910 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
230 01045891 05/24/2008 06:20:10 34.358500 070.734253 758.0 1526.74 20080524_062010 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
231 01045892 05/24/2008 09:23:59 33.801107 071.051864 758.0 1530.45 20080524_092359 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
232 01045893 05/24/2008 10:08:39 33.664160 071.129370 758.0 1531.71 20080524_100839 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
233 01047154 05/24/2008 13:37:36 33.583814 070.993156 758.0 1530.04 20080524_133736 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
234 01047155 05/24/2008 14:34:46 33.758712 070.893945 758.0 1528.37 20080524_143446 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
235 01047156 05/24/2008 15:21:48 33.902800 070.812044 758.0 1527.40 20080524_152148 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
236 01047157 05/24/2008 17:11:28 34.239746 070.620052 758.0 1526.81 20080524_171128 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
237 01047158 05/24/2008 18:30:44 34.478479 070.483740 758.0 1530.48 20080524_183044 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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238 01047159 05/24/2008 19:15:55 34.613399 070.406340 758.0 1529.96 20080524_191555 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
239 01047160 05/24/2008 20:34:18 34.851143 070.269849 758.0 1526.76 20080524_203418 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
240 01047161 05/24/2008 22:06:27 35.127905 070.110311 758.0 1524.22 20080524_220627 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
241 01047162 05/24/2008 23:01:01 35.290772 070.016447 758.0 1525.52 20080524_230101 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
242 01047163 05/25/2008 00:53:52 35.112708 069.937516 758.0 1525.12 20080525_005352 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
243 01047164 05/25/2008 02:17:44 34.858224 070.084025 758.0 1526.72 20080525_021744 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
244 01047165 05/25/2008 03:06:05 34.712642 070.167578 758.0 1530.17 20080525_030605 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
245 01046962 05/25/2008 04:02:58 34.540352 070.266447 758.0 1528.88 20080525_040258 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
246 01046963 05/25/2008 05:21:55 34.303825 070.401823 758.0 1525.86 20080525_052155 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
247 01046964 05/25/2008 07:30:48 33.916305 070.622689 758.0 1527.04 20080525_073048 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
248 01046965 05/25/2008 10:58:23 33.905550 070.446851 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
249 01046966 05/25/2008 11:01:44 33.915654 070.441170 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
250 01046967 05/25/2008 11:04:50 33.924939 070.435848 758.0 1525.85 20080525_110450 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
251 01046968 05/25/2008 13:45:45 34.416480 070.155493 758.0 1528.94 20080525_134545 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
252 01046969 05/25/2008 14:41:21 34.585006 070.058993 758.0 1531.72 20080525_144121 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
253 01046970 05/25/2008 16:10:56 34.856205 069.903426 758.0 1527.05 20080525_161056 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
254 01046971 05/25/2008 35.152283 069.732658 758.0 1525.49 20080525_175015 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
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255 01046972 05/25/2008 19:13:50 35.096692 069.583065 FAILED N/A N/A DEEP BLUE FAILED. 
256 01046973 05/25/2008 19:20:32 35.076408 069.594710 758.0 1526.87 20080525_192032 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
257 01047226 05/25/2008 20:41:04 34.836597 069.732593 758.0 1529.16 20080525_204104 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
258 01047227 05/25/2008 21:14:40 34.735836 069.790649 758.0 1532.40 20080525_211440 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
259 01047228 05/26/2008 00:11:33 34.204920 070.094491 758.0 1530.22 20080526_001133 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
260 01047229 05/26/2008 03:06:11 34.072664 069.988094 758.0 1532.02 20080526_030611 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
261 01047230 05/26/2008 06:09:53 34.637931 069.665169 758.0 1532.97 20080526_060953 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
262 01047231 05/26/2008 07:54:56 34.955497 069.482560 758.0 1528.39 20080526_075456 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
263 01047232 05/26/2008 09:36:47 35.016712 069.265153 758.0 1529.33 20080526_093647 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
264 01047233 05/26/2008 10:37:03 34.830571 069.372526 758.0 1532.52 20080526_103703 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
265 01047234 05/26/2008 13:29:24 34.297774 069.677913 758.0 1530.49 20080526_132924 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
266 01047235 05/26/2008 15:53:07 34.457202 069.404964 758.0 1533.04 20080526_155307 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
267 01047236 05/26/2008 18:36:20 34.955485 069.118815 758.0 1530.41 20080526_183620 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
268 01047237 05/26/2008 19:34:22 34.911080 068.962581 758.0 1533.14 20080526_193422 DEEP BLUE APPLIED. 
269 00010233 05/26/2008 23:37:12 34.798092 068.845427 997.9 1532.98 20080526_233712 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
270 00010234 05/27/2008 01:16:42 35.102507 068.669955 997.9 1528.65 20080527_011642 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
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271 00010235 05/27/2008 02:30:43 35.234924 068.588062 997.9 1532.19 20080527_023043 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
272 00010236 05/27/2008 03:03:36 35.308419 068.681421 997.9 1528.60 20080527_030336 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
273 00010237 05/27/2008 04:00:44 35.439140 068.847469 997.9 1530.59 20080527_040044 
FAST DEEP APPLIED.  USED FILE 
TF_00273A.EDF. 
274 00010238 05/27/2008 04:51:47 35.555843 068.996305 997.9 1526.71 20080527_045147 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
275 00010239 05/27/2008 07:10:08 35.875765 069.405046 997.9 1525.91 20080527_071008 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
276 00010240 05/27/2008 09:11:27 36.159863 069.769621 997.9 1533.45 20080527_091127 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
277 00010241 05/27/2008 10:08:12 36.289555 069.936060 997.9 1534.69 20080527_100812 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
278 00010242 05/27/2008 11:18:47 36.448303 070.140641 997.9 1535.78 20080527_111847 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
279 00010243 05/27/2008 12:39:32 36.629293 070.374398 997.9 1535.35 20080527_123932 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
280 00010244 05/27/2008 13:01:29 36.678988 070.438599 997.9 1515.84 20080527_130129 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
281 00010077 05/27/2008 21:26:09 36.018010 071.623486 997.9 1534.91 20080527_212609 FAST DEEP APPLIED.   
282 00010078 05/28/2008 00:48:09 36.230082 071.338216 997.9 1537.39 20080528_004809 
FAST DEEP APPLIED.  USED FILE 
TF_00282A.EDF. 
283 00010079 05/28/2008 04:05:57 36.713945 070.769539 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP FAILED. 
284 00010080 05/28/2008 04:09:11 36.721680 070.760498 997.9 1536.54 20080528_040911 
FAST DEEP APPLIED.  USED FILE 
TF_00284A.EDF. 
285 00010081 05/28/2008 04:48:39 36.815654 070.650049 997.9 1514.98 20080528_044839 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
286 00010082 05/28/2008 08:36:09 37.363993 069.999862 997.9 1527.75 20080528_083609 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
287 00010083 05/28/2008 37.485742 069.854981 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP FAILED. 
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288 00010084 05/28/2008 09:31:49 37.494613 069.844637 FAILED N/A N/A FAST DEEP FAILED. 
289 00010085 05/28/2008 09:35:48 37.504268 069.833000 997.9 1535.17 20080528_093548 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
290 00010086 05/28/2008 13:05:27 37.390283 069.742253 997.9 1532.11 20080528_130527 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
291 00010087 05/28/2008 13:36:27 37.316178 069.830200 997.9 1530.87 20080528_133627 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
292 00010088 05/28/2008 14:01:52 37.254785 069.903060 997.9 1519.69 20080528_140152 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
293 00010089 05/28/2008 14:37:10 37.170337 070.003426 997.9 1515.75 20080528_143710 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
294 00010102 05/28/2008 17:14:05 36.799500 070.442139 997.9 1523.92 20080528_171405 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
295 00010103 05/28/2008 17:40:05 36.739962 070.512288 997.9 1532.48 20080528_174005 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
296 00010104 05/28/2008 18:23:50 36.633366 070.637931 997.9 1535.42 20080528_182350 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
297 00010105 05/28/2008 19:47:07 36.430310 070.876733 997.9 1537.95 20080528_194707 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
298 00010106 05/28/2008 21:49:15 36.132060 071.226538 997.9 1538.09 20080528_214915 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
299 00010107 05/29/2008 00:20:56 35.825830 071.372827 997.9 1533.05 20080529_002056 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
300 00010108 05/29/2008 05:09:47 36.526343 070.552759 997.9 1537.35 N/A FAST DEEP NOT APPLIED. 
301 00010109 05/29/2008 07:51:43 36.920736 070.087451 997.9 1527.11 20080529_075143 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
302 00010110 05/29/2008 08:27:31 37.007007 069.985596 997.9 1515.11 20080529_082731 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
303 00010111 05/29/2008 09:59:23 37.229297 069.721899 997.9 1512.83 20080529_095923 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
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304 00010112 05/29/2008 11:07:46 37.394226 069.526025 997.9 1511.49 20080529_110746 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
305 00010113 05/29/2008 13:41:14 37.684680 069.043758 997.9 1535.01 20080529_134114 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
306 00010114 05/29/2008 15:31:43 37.449471 069.248779 997.9 1526.26 20080529_153143 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
307 00010206 05/29/2008 16:06:39 37.366463 069.347461 997.9 1515.21 20080529_160639 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
308 00010205 05/29/2008 18:19:06 37.347506 069.551335 997.9 1518.44 20080529_181906 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
309 00010204 05/29/2008 19:59:14 37.114701 069.247966 997.9 1533.72 20080529_195914 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
310 00010203 05/29/2008 21:10:07 36.952958 069.037834 997.9 1536.62 20080529_211007 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
311 00010202 05/29/2008 23:00:38 36.695028 068.703491 997.9 1533.84 20080529_230038 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
312 00010201 05/30/2008 00:34:48 36.477625 068.422485 997.9 1527.53 20080530_003448 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
313 00010200 05/30/2008 01:15:51 36.382853 068.300407 997.9 1530.84 20080530_011551 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
314 00010199 05/30/2008 02:43:53 36.178097 068.036890 997.9 1532.39 20080530_024353 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
END OF SURVEY 
315 00010198 05/30/2008 06:28:21 36.469535 068.067228 997.9 1529.83 20080530_062821 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
316 00010197 05/30/2008 09:00:26 36.955473 068.356185 997.9 1533.67 20080530_090026 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
317 00010161 05/30/2008 10:45:01 37.270121 068.544426 997.9 1534.87 20080530_104501 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
318 00010162 05/30/2008 12:18:06 37.551656 068.713534 997.9 1536.08 20080530_121806 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
319 00010163 05/30/2008 12:51:41 37.649772 068.772567 997.9 1533.96 20080530_125141 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
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320 00010164 05/30/2008 14:38:42 37.966305 068.963525 997.9 1536.17 20080530_143842 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
321 00010165 05/30/2008 16:03:07 38.211784 069.112313 997.9 1532.32 20080530_160307 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
322 00010166 05/30/2008 17:42:00 38.494450 069.284391 997.9 1533.62 20080530_174200 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
323 00010167 05/30/2008 19:18:49 38.771366 069.453304 997.9 1532.32 20080530_191849 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
324 00010168 05/30/2008 20:27:03 38.969084 069.574406 997.9 1530.58 20080530_202703 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
325 00010169 05/30/2008 21:27:51 39.149475 069.685140 997.9 1512.81 20080530_212751 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
326 00010170 05/30/2008 23:10:25 39.446403 069.868180 997.9 1491.56 20080530_231025 FAST DEEP APPLIED. 
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9 Ship-board Preliminary Products 
As discussed in the protocols (Appendix A), grids of bathymetry at 100 to 200-m 
resolution were constructed as the survey progressed.  The 200-m grid is shown in Figure 
13, with vertical exaggeration of approximately 40x for shading, and artificial 
illumination from the northeast.  The acoustic backscatter from the survey was processed 
using CCOM’s GeoCoder software, with the results shown in Figure 14.  The backscatter 
was assembled from the Simrad raw datagrams, which clearly show the deleterious 
effects of the bad weather mentioned in the daily narrative (Section 6).  The backscatter 
was much more significantly affected than the bathymetry, as indicated on the diagram.  
The resolution of the imagery is approximately 44 m natively, although the imagery 
shown here was assembled at 100-m resolution due to code constraints.  A perspective 
view of all data collected in the U.S. UNCLOS Atlantic bathymetry through the end of 
Leg 6 is shown in Figure 15. 
 




Figure 14. Acoustic backscatter of the Hatteras Outer Ridge, surveyed 2008-05-03 to 29.  
Figure 15. Perspective view of all Atlantic Ocean data collected for the U.S. UNCLOS 
bathymetry project to the end of Leg 6. 
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Appendix B: SAIC Daily Reports 
To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:      Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 01     JD_122 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
Pier side Port Everglades Ft. Lauderdale FL.  
 
B. Weather   
UTC 06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
Wave Height (ft) N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
 
C. Daily Events  
Arrived at ship at 09:00, checked in with agent and received ID for vessel. Verified all equipment 
was delivered and on board. (Missing 4 monitors – notified in advanced by office). We went on 
supply run, picked up three monitors and some misc supplies for mounting and integration to ship 
and a small tool kit. Returned to ship, setup b1 machine; machine would not boot. We suspect 
that it is a failed drive. Brought up the spare b2 machine, had to reseat the drives. The machine 
then booted up.  The Linux and windows laptops were setup and brought up online. SABER 
4.1.16.13 is installed and running on B2 and Linux laptop. The final projection is Mercator 
Central Meridian 72 00.00W Scaling Latitude 35 00.00N per Brian Calder 
 
Ship Communication information:  
INMARSAT-B Voice – 336780020  Example Dial 011 847 336780020 in Western Atlantic from 
the US.  
 




Our ship email addresses are as follows. We will also have internet access as soon as we are 
underway. So we should be able to periodically check our saic web-mail and submit timecards.  
 
brc@rv-revelle.ucsd.edu Brian Calder 
nwardwel@rv-revelle.ucsd.edu Nathan Wardwell 
smithd@rv-revelle.ucsd.edu Deb Smith 
evan@rv-revelle.ucsd.edu Evan Robertson 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
F. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Depart Port Everglades 0900. 
 
G. Personnel on Board:  
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SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
J. Comments  
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:      Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 02     JD_123 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1415 Pier side Port Everglades Ft. Lauderdale FL. 
1415 – 2359 Atlantic Ocean in transit to patch test site. 
 
B. Weather   
UTC 06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N/A  N/A  E 15-20 E 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) N/A  N/A  3  3 
 
C. Daily Events  
Vessel departed Port Everglades at 1415 UTC en route to the patch test site.  We met with the 
scientific lead to cover basic ship rules, received a safety briefing from the marine tech on board, 
and took part in fire and boat drills.  Once underway, the survey systems were started to test and 
configure them during the transit.  The Simrad EM120 failed its diagnostic test and the ship’s 
tech has been working on it.  Kongsberg informed us that the diagnostic tests can be flaky in less 
than 1000m (we were at ~400m), so we activated the sonar and began logging.  With the EM120 
running, we were shown the procedure for conducting XBT launches. At this time e-mail is still 
not assigned to us the problems with the sonar took precedence. We seem to have sufficient 
internet access to get our SAIC mail. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
F. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Arrive at patch test site approximately 1600 UTC.  Conduct patch test and determine sonar 
offsets. 
 
G. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
J. Comments  
We have not yet processed any files.  The plan is to go through the entire process before reaching 
the patch test site in order to streamline the processing procedures. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 03     JD_124 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1530 Atlantic Ocean in transit to patch test site. 
1530 – 2100 CTD Cast and XBT comparison launches. 
2100 – 2359 At patch test site troubleshooting the EM120. 
 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SE 15  SE 14  SE 5-10 SE 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 3  3  2  3 
 
C. Daily Events  
Arrived at patch test site at 1530. Deployed CTD for cast. Took three XBT launches for 
comparison to each other and the CTD. 
 
Ran the diagnostic tests on the EM120 again and received a failure again.  The test that keeps 
failing is the TX via RX test that looks at transmit and receive values.  We had noticed that the 
starboard channel was weak and often losing its outer beams during the transit.  The transmit 
circuit boards were swapped around and the test run again.  The results also failed, but failed in 
different places.  It is thought that there is at least one bad transmit board.  There is only one spare 
circuit board and it is being used to try and single out any bad boards.  As of the julian day 
rollover, we have identified one bad board and two good boards.   
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
F. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue to test the circuit boards on the EM120 and conduct patch test if possible.  
 
G. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
J. Comments  
The email addresses that were sent out in the Daily Report for JD 122 are now up and running.  
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 04     JD_125 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0345 at patch test site troubleshooting the EM120. 
0345 – 0500 at patch test site waiting on ET to finish up some diagnostics and network 
troubleshooting. 
0500 – 1820 conducting patch test. 
1820 – 2359 transiting to survey area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SE 15  SE 10  SSE 5-10 SE 5-10 
Wave Height (ft)  3  3  2-3  2-3 
 
C. Daily Events  
Completed testing TX boards in the EM120.  The results from the tests show 11 of the 14 boards 
reporting errors. We are proceeding with the patch test and are waiting further decision on 
continuing with the survey or breaking for port to get replacement boards. 
Conducted the patch test.  There was in issue the install of SABER on b2. For some reason it was 
not showing the correct options for ingsimrad and the new updates to Datasumm so SABER was 
reinstalled on b2 and it now appears fine. The Linux laptop was working correctly and no time 
was lost on converting files. There are some interesting notes on the ingsimrad output about 
attitudes records out of sequence. This is because we are using the span attitude over file list and 
the last attitude record of one file is actually already the second of the next file. So it thinks it is 
out of sequence. There doesn’t appear to be an issue in the final gsf file.  The results of the patch 
show that the offsets for timing, pitch, and gyro remained unchanged.  However, a new offset for 
the roll bias was computed.  Final offsets input for survey are as follows: 
 Pitch -0.14 
 Roll 0.18 
 Gyro 0.68 
Started transit to survey area.  During transit the systems are logging.  We found that the 
thermosalinograph had lost power to the main pump so we switched to the secondary pump while 
the engineer works to resolve the problem. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
F. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Arrive at survey site approximately 1100 UTC.  Take XBT, start survey, and await word from 
Simrad/UNH regarding TX board tests. 
 
G. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
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J. Comments  
We finally started to get data across the network and were able to work through the processing 
steps with a few files.  There are still some details to be fine-tuned once we get to surveying 
proper. 
 
A junction analysis was conducted with the 2008 Patch Test data relative to the previous 
UNCLOS survey data.  The minimum layer from each pfm was used and the resulting statistics 
showed that 95% of the differences were less than 37m and 98% were less than 88m.  The 
majority of the larger differences were located on the steep slope used to compute the sonar 
biases.  These results satisfy IHO Order 2 for waters deeper than 2000m. 
 
There has been no further news from Simrad regarding the TX boards (which was not unexpected 
on a Sunday).  We expect to hear from them Monday morning and will adjust accordingly. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 05     JD_126 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1100 transiting to survey area. 
1100 – 2400 surveying the southern survey area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 20  N 14  W 10-15 NE 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 3  3  3  3 
 
C. Daily Events  
Began survey operations in the UNCLOS 2008 southern survey area starting with first 
main scheme inshore line.  Finished processing the patch test metadata and delivered all 
patch test and transit data to the UNH personnel. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey unless news from UNH brings us into port for repairs.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
We have received a little more feedback regarding the acquisition of replacement TX boards for 
the EM120.  There is one available from Seattle and possibly some in Norway.  We are also still 
currently looking into other possible avenues for obtaining spares.  We should know more by 
Tuesday afternoon (local time). 
 
An issue came up at the beginning of survey regarding svp application. Currently we have to stop 
logging before applying each XBT. This creates a new raw.all file each time. The ET is currently 
working on a fix that will enable the file to load into Neptune automatically without having to 
stop logging. Until this fix is implemented we will have multiple files per line. We have discussed 
using gsfcat to merge the raw gsf files. As well as using concatenate to merge raw.all files. Evan 
is doing some testing to verify that the output gsf files are the same.   
 
Attached to this daily report is the Alignment report we wrote with images from Swath 
Alignment tool.  
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 06     JD_127 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0430 Surveying the southern area. 
0430 – 2400 Surveying northern area.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NE 10  NW 18 -20 N 10-15 NNW 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 3-4  4  4  4 
 
C. Daily Events  
Surveyed into the Gulf Stream around 0200 and saw our first eddy around 1000.  SVP dropped 
15m/s in 30min.  The tech successfully tested the automatic send and application of new SSPs 
into the EM120 system.  We will no longer need to stop logging to apply new SSPs. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey unless news from UNH brings us into port for repairs.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
Opened a Knudsen file in Isis and no position or depth is reported in the file.  The format out of 
the Knudsen is *.sgy, so the file extension must be changed to .seg in order for Isis to view it.  
The test files that were used in the office were benthos *.seg files.  I’m guessing that the format 
isn’t the same.  UNH is using sonarweb to look at the files and they can observe the positions.  
We will be using their software to get position for the metadata. 
 
We need clarification on the output of datasumm.  We are not convinced it is working as we 
thought it was supposed to be.  When run on a processed file, we thought that the last section, 
TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED should reflect the raw unedited version of 
the file.  This is not the case.  It is also unclear as to what each of the sections represents and why 







Example 1: The southern point of the Latitude bounds from the processed file output above 
shows two different values.  One from beam 188 of ping 3 and the other from beam 185 of ping 
1. 
 
Example 2: We conducted a transit line today that had partial turns that were edited out using 
mve (see Figs. B-1 and B-2).  
 
 
Figure 1. Image of Raw GSF Minimum Grid 
 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (1 OF 1) 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 19:36:30.597 to 2008/125 20:08:31.846 
 Latitude bounds       : 30 02.39279 N to 30 11.77925 N (ping/beam) (3/188) to (97/3) 
 Longitude bounds      : 075 54.03151 W to 075 41.04119 W (ping/beam) (3/1) to (89/190) 
 Minimum Depth         : 4604.333, at 2008/125 20:04:12.084 (ping/beam) (84/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5040.750, at 2008/125 19:36:30.597 (ping/beam) (1/7) 
 Mean Depth            : 4798.620 
 
TOTAL VALID DATA BOUNDS 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 19:36:30.597 to 2008/125 20:08:31.846 
 Latitude bounds       : 30 02.27378 N to 30 11.77925 N (ping/beam) (1/185) to (97/3) 
 Longitude bounds      : 075 54.03151 W to 075 41.04119 W (ping/beam) (3/1) to (89/190) 
 Minimum Depth         : 4604.333, at 2008/125 20:04:12.084 (ping/beam) (84/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5040.750, at 2008/125 19:36:30.597 (ping/beam) (1/7) 
 Mean Depth            : 4798.620 
 
TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 19:36:30.597 to 2008/125 20:08:31.846 
 Latitude bounds       : 30 02.27378 N to 30 11.77925 N (ping/beam) (1/185) to (97/3) 
 Longitude bounds      : 075 54.03151 W to 075 41.04119 W (ping/beam) (3/1) to (89/190) 
 Minimum Depth         : 4604.333, at 2008/125 20:04:12.084 (ping/beam) (84/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5040.750, at 2008/125 19:36:30.597 (ping/beam) (1/7) 
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Figure 2. Image of Processed GSF Minimum Grid 
 
The datasumm record from the raw multibeam file reported the following: 
 
Note that the times and positions for the raw file all match within the VALID DATA BOUNDS 
(1 of 1), the TOTAL VALID DATA BOUNDS, and the TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, 
INCLUDING FLAGGED.  In reviewing the data in exammb and the minimum grid, these times 
and positions are correct for the raw file. 
 
The datasumm record from the processed multibeam file reported the following: 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (1 OF 1) 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/127 04:31:58.726 to 2008/127 05:52:47.591 
 Latitude bounds       : 35 57.42701 N to 36 15.77693 N (ping/beam) (260/188) to (17/2) 
 Longitude bounds      : 072 17.68165 W to 071 52.19896 W (ping/beam) (2/1) to (269/191) 
 Minimum Depth         : 3551.417, at 2008/127 04:49:23.974 (ping/beam) (60/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5000.167, at 2008/127 04:40:11.032 (ping/beam) (29/188) 
 Mean Depth            : 4006.039 
 
TOTAL VALID DATA BOUNDS 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/127 04:31:58.726 to 2008/127 05:52:47.591 
 Latitude bounds       : 35 57.42701 N to 36 15.77693 N (ping/beam) (260/188) to (17/2) 
 Longitude bounds      : 072 17.68165 W to 071 52.19896 W (ping/beam) (2/1) to (269/191) 
 Minimum Depth         : 3551.417, at 2008/127 04:49:23.974 (ping/beam) (60/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5000.167, at 2008/127 04:40:11.032 (ping/beam) (29/188) 
 Mean Depth            : 4006.039 
 
TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/127 04:31:58.726 to 2008/127 05:52:47.591 
 Latitude bounds       : 35 57.42701 N to 36 15.77693 N (ping/beam) (260/188) to (17/2) 
 Longitude bounds      : 072 17.68165 W to 071 52.19896 W (ping/beam) (2/1) to (269/191) 
 Minimum Depth         : 3551.417, at 2008/127 04:49:23.974 (ping/beam) (60/190) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5000.167, at 2008/127 04:40:11.032 (ping/beam) (29/188) 
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For the processed GSF, note that the positions are all the same, while the times differ between the 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (1 of 1) and the other two sections.  In reviewing the data in exammb 
and the minimum grid, the positions are correct for the processed file.  The times in the VALID 
DATA BOUNDS (1 of 1) section do not reflect the pings at the beginning and end of the line that 
were edited out with MVE.  I would think these times and the positions from the raw file should 
be listed in the last section, TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED. We believe the 
example above demonstrate that datasumm is only reading ping flags and not beam flags as well. 
Note that the min/max depths do not change even when the file has been clearly edited.  
 
Also, when running datasumm on a file list, you don’t get a 1 of 1 for each file.  Instead, you get 
consecutive 1 of X for every file in the file list. For example, a file list with 3 files shows a 1 of 1 
for the first file.  The second file reports a 1 of 2 and 2 of 2 with the information from the first file 
in the 1 of 2 section and the information from the second file in the 2 of 2 section.  The third file 
is reported the same way, only with 3 sections.  This should be reporting a 1 of 1 for each file if 
no offline data exist within each file.  An example using a file list is shown below.  Note that the 
start time and some of the positions in the TOTAL DATA BOUNDS section are missing or 
incorrect 
   
VALID DATA BOUNDS (1 OF 1) 
 Temporal bounds      : 2008/127 04:31:58.726 to 2008/127 05:52:47.591 
 Latitude bounds      : 35 58.10048 N to 36 15.16194 N (ping/beam) (251/191) to (18/1) 
 Longitude bounds     : 072 14.68857 W to 071 53.85194 W (ping/beam) (23/191) to (245/1) 
 Minimum Depth        : 3862.417, at 2008/127 04:39:35.292 (ping/beam) (27/187) 
 Maximum Depth        : 4150.750, at 2008/127 05:46:51.819 (ping/beam) (251/23) 
 Mean Depth           : 4005.203 
 
TOTAL VALID DATA BOUNDS 
 Temporal bounds      : 2008/127 04:36:52.868 to 2008/127 05:46:51.819 
 Latitude bounds      : 35 58.10048 N to 36 15.16194 N (ping/beam) (251/191) to (18/1) 
 Longitude bounds     : 072 14.68857 W to 071 53.85194 W (ping/beam) (23/191) to (245/1) 
 Minimum Depth        : 3862.417, at 2008/127 04:39:35.292 (ping/beam) (27/187) 
 Maximum Depth        : 4150.750, at 2008/127 05:46:51.819 (ping/beam) (251/23) 
 Mean Depth           : 4005.203 
 
TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED 
 Temporal bounds      : 2008/127 04:36:52.868 to 2008/127 05:46:51.819 
 Latitude bounds      : 35 58.10048 N to 36 15.16194 N (ping/beam) (251/191) to (18/1) 
 Longitude bounds     : 072 14.68857 W to 071 53.85194 W (ping/beam) (23/191) to (245/1) 
 Minimum Depth        : 3862.417, at 2008/127 04:39:35.292 (ping/beam) (27/187) 
 Maximum Depth       : 4150.750, at 2008/127 05:46:51.819 (ping/beam) (251/23) 
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So in the mean time, we will run datasumm on both the raw and processed files (one at a time) 
and QC this against the gsf files.  
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (1 OF 3) 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 06:41:17.921 to 2008/125 07:40:43.027 
 Latitude bounds       : 29 46.91538 N to 30 00.14477 N (ping/beam) (215/191) to (1/1) 
 Longitude bounds      : 076 16.01799 W to 075 59.36244 W (ping/beam) (2/191) to (215/1) 
 Minimum Depth         : 2341.600, at 2008/125 06:41:17.921 (ping/beam) (1/124) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5104.000, at 2008/125 07:39:05.388 (ping/beam) (211/3) 
 Mean Depth            : 3424.555 
 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (2 OF 3) 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 07:53:03.894 to 2008/125 08:54:39.835 
 Latitude bounds       : 29 46.80472 N to 30 00.52293 N (ping/beam) (2/1) to (208/191) 
 Longitude bounds      : 076 16.11521 W to 075 59.68143 W (ping/beam) (208/1) to (2/191) 
 Minimum Depth         : 2332.000, at 2008/125 08:54:39.835 (ping/beam) (208/1) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5120.417, at 2008/125 08:05:16.029 (ping/beam) (31/4) 
 Mean Depth            : 3459.199 
 
VALID DATA BOUNDS (3 OF 3) 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 09:07:20.555 to 2008/125 11:08:41.373 
 Latitude bounds       : 29 46.99476 N to 30 00.25310 N (ping/beam) (422/191) to (2/1) 
 Longitude bounds      : 076 16.45200 W to 075 59.02414 W (ping/beam) (3/191) to (421/1) 
 Minimum Depth         : 2316.600, at 2008/125 09:07:20.555 (ping/beam) (2/147) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5134.083, at 2008/125 10:54:52.578 (ping/beam) (388/189) 
 Mean Depth            : 3430.136 
 
TOTAL VALID DATA BOUNDS 
 Temporal bounds       : 1970/001 00:00:00.000 to 2008/125 11:08:41.373 
 Latitude bounds       : not available 
 Longitude bounds      : 076 16.55896 W to 000 00.00000 E (ping/beam) (2/191) to (0/0) 
 Minimum Depth         : 2316.600, at 2008/125 09:07:20.555 (ping/beam) (2/147) 
 Maximum Depth         : 5134.083, at 2008/125 10:54:52.578 (ping/beam) (388/189) 
 Mean Depth            : 3430.136 
 
TOTAL DATA BOUNDS, INCLUDING FLAGGED 
 Temporal bounds       : 2008/125 09:07:07.918 to 2008/125 11:08:41.373 
 Latitude bounds       : 29 46.99476 N to 30 00.25310 N (ping/beam) (422/191) to (2/1) 
 Longitude bounds      : 076 16.71690 W to 075 59.02414 W (ping/beam) (1/191) to (421/1) 
 Minimum Depth         : 2308.880, at 2008/125 09:07:07.918 (ping/beam) (1/191) 
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To:      SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:      Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:   NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 07     JD_128 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0730 Surveying northern area.  
0730 – 1430 Transit to first Crossline in southern area.  
1430 – 2400 Survey Crossline southern area.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NNW 16 NW 10  WNW 5-10 W 5-10 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  1  2  2 
 
C. Daily Events  
Completed second survey line in Northern area. Started first Crossline in Southern area.  
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey unless news from UNH brings us into port for repairs.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
Last report on the TX boards for the EM120 was there is one available spare in North America. 
There are three in Norway. The plan as of 1500 today is to have the boards shipped from Norway. 





Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 08     
JD_129 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0315 Survey Crossline southern area.  
0315 – 1715 Transit to next survey line. 
1715 – 2400 Survey in southern area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) W 14  S 20-25  SW 30  SSW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  2-3  4-5  4 
C. Daily Events  
Completed the crossline across the southern area.  Took a long transit back to the main scheme 
lines on the western edge of the sheet.  The transit was recorded (file: start_transit_21) and may 
be used as a secondary crossline for the southern area.  We finished the day running on a main 
scheme line. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey unless news from UNH brings us into port for repairs.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
The EM120 data started to look pretty bad when we got onto the main scheme line this afternoon.  
We were losing a lot data from vessel motion due to the seas and the state of the TX boards, so 
Brian set the sonar swath to a fixed width of 6 km per channel.  This change greatly improved 
data quality but reduced our overall spatial coverage (we were getting a swath width of 8-9 km 
per side before the change). 
  
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 09     
JD_130 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) S 15  SSW 20-25 SSW 20-25 SSW 25 
Wave Height (ft) 2-3  3  4-5  5-6 
 
C. Daily Events  
Continued to survey in the southern area.  Overall, the day was fairly routine. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey as weather permits.  The weather report for 24hrs out is Gale Warnings 20-40 
KTS 8-15ft seas. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
We received word that we will obtain the replacement TX boards via a small vessel delivery 
outside of Norfolk.  The exact day and time is not set, but is scheduled to occur May 14 or 15. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 10     JD_131 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 30  NW 15  W 15-20 NW 15 
Wave Height (ft) 6-10  4-5  4-5  3-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
Even after seas came down and wind subsided the multibeam was still not working very well. We 
cut the swath angles down to maximum 45 degrees. The system seemed to track better but was 
still seeing a lot of noise. We then brought them up to 50 degrees.  We turned the Knudsen off 
and then back on.  We then ran the TX vs. RX diagnostic test on the EM120 to see if the anything 
has changed since the start of the survey.  The results returned were almost identical to prior tests.  
The seas eventually settled into a long period swell and we reduced the vessel speed to 10 knots 
which led to improved EM120 data quality.  By the end of the day, the seas had become favorable 
again and we started the northbound line at 12 knots.  If the data quality does not hold, we will 
return to 10 knots as the survey speed. The data quality allowed a 12 knot survey speed and we 
are back up to 6km swath capability.  
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey of the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
The weather forecast indicates similar weather for the next couple of days, so hopefully we can 
continue to collect acceptable data. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 11     JD_132 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N 15  ENE 17 E 10-15 ESE 40 
Wave Height (ft) 5 SWELL 5 SWELL 3-4  6 
 
C. Daily Events  
Completed survey line Atlantic_line_395 and went back to resurvey Atlantic_line_393 as 
Atlantic_line 396.  Line 393 was the line that was run yesterday and had very little usable data 
due to the sea conditions.  All files associated with Atlantic line 393 have been moved to 
not_used directories.   
Brian noticed that the attitude data for a couple of pings was incorrect.  It was determined that the 
bad attitude data were coming from the IMU and were in the raw.all files as well.  We are 
monitoring the IMU data and will flag the offending pings in post processing. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue survey of the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 12     JD_133 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area. 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 25  W 30  W 35-40 W 40-45 
Wave Height (ft) 6-8  10 SWELL 8-10  10-12 
 
C. Daily Events  
Completed Atlantic_line_396, which was a resurvey of line 393.  The data quality on line 396 
was marginal at times so both lines will probably be used for final products.  Surveyed on 
Atlantic_line_397. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE:  Create patch for unload to gsf and test it. 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Complete Atlantic_line_397 (around 0700 UTC) and then break survey and head for Norfolk. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
Deb attempted to edit lines 396 and 393 from a pfm so both could be observed together, but the 
unload to gsf failed.  An email was sent to the office 1720 UTC documenting our tests and 
results.  We have received word that the office observed the same issue and is working on a fix. 
 
We received word that the spare TX boards were in customs in Seattle and would make it to 
Norfolk by Wednesday. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 13     JD_134 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0545 Surveying in southern area 
0545 – 2400 Transiting to Norfolk 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N 35-40 N 35-40 N 30-35 NNE 25-30 
Wave Height (ft) 10-15  10-12  8-10  6-8 
 
C. Daily Events  
Broke survey line 397 short due to weather and sea conditions and began transit towards Norfolk. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Set up and execute ship to ship transfer of EM120 parts.  Start transit back to survey area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
G. Comments  
We received the fix to saber_pfm_unload from the office and it appears to be working for us. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:     Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 14     JD_135 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0900 Transiting to Norfolk 
0900 – 2230 Standing by just off of Norfolk for package delivery and system tests with the new 
boards 
2230 – 2400 Transiting towards the survey site 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 10   SW 10  SE 5-10 S 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  1-2  1-2  2 
 
C. Daily Events  
Arrived just outside of Norfolk and received package containing two TX boards by small vessel 
transfer.  One of the boards was dead on arrival.  The chief scientist and ship’s tech both talked to 
Simrad and were told that they had no other suggestions.  We have no real way of testing the 
system while sitting in 30m of water, so we intend to head back out to deep water and test the 
system there. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Transit to deeper waters and test the EM120 system. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:     SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:      Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 15     JD_136 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1530 Transiting towards the survey site 
1530 – 2400 Start survey in southern area.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) WSW 20  SW 10-15 SW 5-10 SW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 4-6  2-4  2-4  4-5 
 
C. Daily Events  
Started pinging and recording the transit once we reached depths greater than 500m.  EM120 
worked well on the transit out and we reached the first survey line at 1530 UTC.  Survey line 
Atlantic_line_398 was completed with the sonar functioning well and data looking good.  We 
then continued on with the survey. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey southern area.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 16     JD_137 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 15   SSW 20 SW 25  SW 25-30 
Wave Height (ft) 2-4  2-4  3-4  4-6 
 
C. Daily Events  
Continued survey in the southern section of the survey area.  The sonar is behaving well enough, 
with occasional dropouts of the outer beams.  Other than that, it was a fairly routine day of 
survey. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey southern area.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 17     JD_138 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1000 Surveying in southern area until data quality deteriorated.  
1000 –1930 Monitoring data quality and weather to return to survey. Transiting South.  
1930 – 2400 resumed survey in southern area.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NW 25-30  NNW 25-30 NW 15-20 SSW 2-10 
Wave Height (ft) 4-6  4-6  5-6  3-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
Ship conducted fire drill.  We completed Atlantic_line_400 and turned south to start 
Atlantic_line_401.  After twenty minutes, logging was halted due to data quality.  We continued 
to steam south and tested the data quality at different speeds, finding no improvements.  After 
weather conditions improved we rebooted the transceiver and the data were acceptable, we started 
recording the line with approximately 65 Nm remaining.  There is definitely a correlation 
between the data quality and the weather/sea conditions.  There may also be a degenerative effect 
within the system as the data quality tends to worsen over time which was remedied by the 
reboot. 
We noticed that the lines surveyed so far didn’t exactly match our survey area and discovered that 
we were missing a point in our area file.  Deb remade the area file, pfm area file, and all pfms 
with the new area. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey southern area.  
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 18     JD_139 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SSW 5-10  SSW 10-15 SSW 25 SSW 20-25 
Wave Height (ft) 3-4  2-4  3-4  4-6 
 
C. Daily Events  
Surveyed in southern area completing lines 401 and 402.  We then started on line 403 which will 
complete the northern half of line 401. 
We had a positioning issue with the phins navigation system.  It was filtering the gps observations 
and ended up drifting off course.  The gps filter was turned off and the position fixes became 
more accurate.  After changing the settings, we recalibrated the phins system during a turn to 
reset the system and found that the cable and connector feeding the gps data into the phins was in 
bad shape.  The cable/connector was repaired and the system was happy. 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area, weather permitting. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 19     JD_140 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SSW 25-30  WSW 20 WSW 15-20 W 20-25 
Wave Height (ft) 4-6  4-8  3-5  3-5 
 
C. Daily Events  
We completed the transect that was started the previous day as Atlantic_line_401 and then 
continued on with the scheduled survey in the southern section.   
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue to survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 20     JD_141 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NE 1-5   SSE 15-20 SSW 15-20 SW 20-25 
Wave Height (ft) 3-4  2-4  3-4  3-5 
 
C. Daily Events  
After the completion of Atlantic line 404, the shipboard tech ran a diagnostic test on the EM120 
that measures the ambient noise level in the return.  We were curious to see if there was a 
difference based on the direction of the ship since we’ve had considerably better quality running 
the northbound lines.  The results showed that there was not any difference in the ambient noise 
based on the ship’s course.  The levels observed were also analogous to the results observed when 
we left Norfolk and consistent with the expected values as documented by Simrad.  This leads us 
to further believe that the data quality we are receiving is by and large the result of the 
weather/sea conditions. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 21     JD_142 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) WNW 5-10  NW 10  NE 5-10 SW 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 2-4  2-4  4-5 SWELL 3-5 SWELL 
 
C. Daily Events  
Finished Atlantic Line 406 and continued surveying southern area.  
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
G. Comments  
For the remainder of line 406 there was not internet access but there was ship e-mail. Apparently 
the router was reset and in doing so the configuration file for the Atlantic Satellite was lost. The 
computer tech (Frank) has to rebuild the config file from scratch. As of 1245 UTC we have turn 
onto Atlantic line 407 going south and will have lost satellite coverage as well. We should have 
internet and e-mail back up and running in approximately 14hrs.  
 
For some unknown reason the raw.all file is now reporting two records for each application of an 
SVP cast. There have not been any modifications to parameters, software or procedure however 
the last two lines collected 405 and 406 shows this in both the raw.all file and the gsf file. The 
computer tech suggested it might be due to the samba server that the XBT files are transferred 
through and he restarted it. We will verify this fixed once Atlantic Line 407 is complete.  
 
The weather was not bad today but there was a rolling swell in the evening that did not agree with 
the EM120 while heading south.  We slowed the vessel to 10 knots and that improved data 
quality.  As of the end of the day, the swell has subsided a bit.  We have also been opening up the 
swath angles on the northern part of the lines where the depths are shallower in order to maximize 
our coverage and therefore line spacing. 
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Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 22     JD_143 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 10-15  SW 5-10 SW 10-15 NW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 2-4  1-3  2-3  3-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
We continued to survey in the southern area.  Around 1640 UTC the EM120 acquisition 
computer lost connection with the processing unit.  After a couple of attempts to restart the 
acquisition, the transceiver was rebooted and diagnostic tests were run.  The tests revealed 
nothing new.  The meteorological station, which feeds sound speed measurements near the 
transducer head to the acquisition software, was also restarted because the tech noticed that the 
timing of the system was erratic. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW: Sent requested “turn” raw.all file to office.  
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 23     JD_144 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 5-10  SW 5-10 SW 10-15 NW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  1-3  1-3  2-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
The survey continued in the southern area with favorable weather all day. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:    SAIC, Newport  401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:    Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject:  NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 24     JD_145 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N 5-10   N 10-15 NW 5-10 NW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 1-3  1-2  1-3  2-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
The survey continued in the southern area with favorable weather all day.  A safety drill was 
conducted by the ship that demonstrated the operation of two backup fire fighting systems and 
two different types of flares. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
G. Comments  
Due to a network change by the ship’s computer tech, the asvp files are not being transferred back 
to the xbt acquisition machine after being applied to the EM120 data during acquisition.  Thus we 
don’t have any asvp files for today (JD145).  We do have the raw files from the MK21 software 
and can easily extend the profile using the Chen-Millero equations if necessary. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 25     JD_146 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) N 15-20 NNW 10-15 N 5-10  N 10-15 
Wave Height (ft) 2-3  2-3  1-3  1-3 
 
C. Daily Events  
Another full day of good weather and survey.  The timing and update issues of the meteorological station 
from the last couple of days have been resolved.  The shipboard tech reverted to another system and the 
new system is functioning properly.  We also turned off the Knudsen at 1938 UTC to eliminate 
interference between it and the EM120. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey in the southern area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 26     JD_147 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in southern area  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NE 10-15 NE 10-15 E 5-10  SE 5-10 
Wave Height (ft) 1-3  1-3  1-3  1-3 
 
C. Daily Events  
The survey continued in the southern section of the survey area.  The weather was again very 
complementary to data quality.  The sonar lost connection to the processing unit during Atlantic line 420 
causing a premature end of line.  The last line of the day, Atlantic line 421 (started 2245 UTC) will 
complete the southern section and overlap into the northern section of the survey area. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Run the crossline for the northern section back to the west and pick up the main scheme lines there. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 
G. Comments  
The Knudsen remained off for the entire day.  It will be turned back on once we get on the crossline 
within the northern section. 
 
 
Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 27     JD_148 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in northern section.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) S 5-10  SW 15-20 SSW 15-20 SW 15-20 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  1-2  2-4  2-4 
 
C. Daily Events  
We ran the crossline in the northern section and then made the transit south to resume the northern main 
scheme lines.  There have been a couple of network issues/losses today.  Each time there has been a 
network interruption, the Knudsen stops recording.  After recording the Knudsen data during the 
crossline, it was turned off for the main scheme lines due to interference with the EM120 and network 
issues. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey the northern section of the survey area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 28     JD_149 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in northern section.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) SW 15-20 WSW 15-20 NNE 25-30 NNE 25-30 
Wave Height (ft) 2-4  2-4  3-4  4-6 
 
C. Daily Events  
We continued the survey in the northern section of the survey area.  There was one network glitch that 
interrupted the EM120 for approximately five minutes. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Continue to survey the northern section of the survey area. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 29     JD_150 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 2400 Surveying in northern section.  
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) NNE 15-20 N 10-15 NE 0-5  NW 5-10 
Wave Height (ft) 4-6  1-3  1-2  1-3 
 
C. Daily Events  
We had marginal data for the beginning of Atlantic line 426; we then had an issue with the XBT 
computer. We could not take or apply a cast for a number of hours. We ended up not using most of data 
collected on Atlantic line 426 due to the XBT issues and data quality.  The weather came down and we 
eventually started collecting quality data.  At 1815 UTC, we started a second crossline in the northern 
area.  It is located 60 nautical miles from the previous and will be used to scout out the parts of the 
northern section that cannot be surveyed due to time. We continue to survey on the line until 
approximately 0400 on JD 151 at which time we will break survey and transit to Woods Hole.  
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Complete survey in the northern section of the survey area and start transit to Woods Hole, MA. Expected 
ETA into Woods Hole, MA is 1200 UTC JD 152.   
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 30     JD_151 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 0400 Surveying in Northern area.   
0400 – 2400 Transiting to Woods Hole, MA 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) WSW 5-10 WSW15-20 W 5-10  S 5-10 
Wave Height (ft) 1-2  1-2  2-3  1-2 
 
C. Daily Events  
Finished processing final gsf file, ping edited pfm and remade all final pfms for survey.  Also created a 
200m pfm that included all data from 2004-2005 and 2008.  Worked on final versions of all processing 
steps and started populating Deliverables directory.  We collected EM120 and Knudsen data during the 
transit and will deliver the EM120 data to UNH as raw gsf files. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Complete processing and deliverable tasks while transiting to Woods Hole, MA (expected ETA is 1200 
UTC).  Once there, demobilize vessel and travel back to Newport. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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To:  SAIC, Newport 401-848-0152 Attn.:  Rod Evans   
From:  Deb Smith/Evan Robertson 
Subject: NOAA/UNH/UNCLOS Daily Progress Report:   UTC,    2008 May 31     JD_152 
 
A. Location (UTC) 
0000 – 1100 Transiting to Woods Hole, MA 
1200 – 1600 Shut down and demobilize vessel 
1600  Depart vessel for Newport 
 
B. Weather   
Time (UTC)  06:00  12:00  18:00  24:00  
Wind Speed (Kts) S 10-15  S 15-20  N/A  N/A 
Wave Height (ft) 1-3  N/A  N/A   N/A 
 
C. Daily Events  
Reached 500 meters depth at 0200 UTC and terminated logging of the transit.  Completed all processing 
and back ups.  Delivered data to UNH crew.  Demobilized vessel and departed for Newport. 
 
D. Action Items 
SAIC OFFICE: 
SAIC SHIPS CREW:  
 
E. Work Plan for the Next 24 Hours 
Survey complete. 
 
F. Personnel on Board:  
SAIC Survey Crew: Deb Smith and Evan Robertson 
UNH: Brian Calder and Nathan Wardwell  
 




Signed: Deborah Smith / Evan Robertson     
SAIC Survey Crew 
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Appendix D: Data Junction Analyses 
  Introduction 
In order to determine the reproducibility of the data being collected, cross-checks were 
done between the dip lines collected and the main survey lines used for the majority of 
the survey.  The dip lines were lines 390, 422 and 428. 
Method 
The data collected were converted into GSF format by the SAIC survey crew, and then 
subjected to the cross-test tool incorporated in the SABER processing suite.  The software 
generates an ASCII file containing statistical information on the mean difference between 
the crossings of the dip and mainscheme line, and between the mainscheme line and dip 
line, the standard deviation, RMS value, and various quantiles of the distribution per 
beam.  This data was converted into Microsoft Excel format for graphing and 
interpretation. 
Results 
The analyses of all of the crossings in the dataset are presented in the digital version of 
the dataset.  The results here show typical examples of the data types found. 
In the southern section of the survey polygon, typical crossings have shape such as that 
shown in Figure D.1, from the crossing of line 402 with dipline 390.  The standard 
deviation of soundings is on the order of 5 m across the swath, although the RMS value 
varies up to approximately 20 m (0.5% of water depth) on the outer beams.  This echoes 
the trend of the mean curve, however, indicating that the effect is due to deterministic 
refraction not corrected by the sound speed profiles used in real-time.  This is due either 
to the XBT measurements not adequately describing the sound-speed profile (e.g., through 
a halocline or the assumption of an isohaline conversion to sound speed), or through the 
extension of the sound-speed profile to the deep ocean. Post-processing corrections for 
these differences were implemented to reduce the effect at all levels below 0.5% of water 
depth.  
In the northern section, where the effects of the Gulf Stream are more pronounced, this 
effect is correspondingly more significant (Figure D.2).  Here, with the increased weather 
of the last few days of the cruise, the starboard beams (always the most fragile in the 
system) show a 95% limit on the order of 40 m in the outer ranges, primarily due to 
refraction with some effects of increased system noise evident in the standard-deviation 
curve.  In these circumstances, we generally reduced the swath width and applied post-
processing refraction corrections to reduce the effect.  In some cases, however, we found 
it more effective to increase the swath width to ensure that the outer beams most affected 
by the bad transmitter channels were further out in the swath than the area of interest used 




Figure D.1. Cross-line analysis of lines 402 (mainscheme) and 390 (dipline).  Note the RMS 
value tracking the mean indicating effects of refraction, and the deterministic and asymmetric 
offset of port and starboard outer beams. 
 
 
ments per ping that can be used, it ensures the quality of the measurements that are 
available for use after the outer beams are discarded. 
Figure D.2. Cross-line analysis of lines 424 (mainscheme) and 422 (dipline).  Note the 
continuing trend of RMS values following the mean, and the significantly increased starboard 
side uncertainty due to weather and the effects of the Gulf Stream. 
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An important observation from Figures D.1 and D.2 is that the minimum and 
maximum values observed in each case are asymmetric on port and starboard sides.  For 
example, in Figure D.2, the minimum value for the outer port beams is above the nadir 
mean depth, but on for the outer starboard beams, the maximum depths are below the 
nadir mean depth.  This reflects the observation that the port-side beams appeared to have 
a deterministic upward (shoal) deflection, while the starboard-side beams have a 
deterministic downward (deep) deflection.  This asymmetric effect cannot be caused by 
refraction, and, therefore, must be a characteristic of the EM120 system used for 
mapping.  There is no reason why this effect should occur with a correctly operating 
system, and it does not appear to be related spatially to any feature of the EM120 (e.g., to 
a transmit-sector boundary).  We, therefore, conclude that this may be due to damage 
somewhere in the hardware of the system, although a software discrepancy in the system 
might also be possible. 
Summary 
The results show that in almost all cases, the data meet the requirement of being within 
0.5% of the water depth in the area.  In the cases where severe refraction is observed, 
post-processing corrections to the data not reflected in the examples shown here were 
used to reduce the outer-beam refraction artefacts to a level that ensures that the 
agreement is also within this level.  The data are therefore all within the specification 
required for the survey. 
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Appendix E: Multibeam Data Quality Analysis 
Introduction 
The behaviour of the EM120 used in this cruise was anomalous with respect to the 
expected performance of such systems in ~5000 m of water.  However, the symptoms of 
the unexpected behaviour were sufficiently complex to make quantifying the 
performance difficult.  In order to make some quantifiable statements about the data, we 
considered the proportion of beams that remained in the dataset after the data quality-
control checks were done and the effect that the various measured attitude components 
had on this most fundamental of statistics. 
Method 
We took the GSF files after processing for the normal data production task of the cruise 
and using custom software we scanned the files ping by ping, extracting the high-
resolution attitude data, nominally recorded at 100 Hz, and the number of beams retained 
in each ping as determined by the flags recorded against them in the file.  Pings that were 
marked as being completely ignored were counted as if all beams were flagged.  For each 
ping, we determined the period in the attitude record from the previous ping to the next 
ping (i.e., from time ti-1 to ti+1 for the ping at time ti), and determined the maximum pitch, 
roll and heave value in the interval.  The statistics associated with each ping were then 
written to a plain ASCII file for further analysis and plotting.  We also computed the RMS 
values of the attitude, the mean heading and the RMS heading variation, although these 
were not further used. 
The ASCII statistics files were loaded into MATLAB using custom code.  Summary 
statistics for the data were generated and we agglomerated the data to examine the mean 
behaviour.  The joint probability density functions of the percentage of beams lost per 
ping and pitch, roll and heave were then generated and the conditional distribution for 
loss was computed as: 














pp  (1) 
for attitude variable α.  Finally, in order to summarise the performance directly, we 
computed the probability that a given ping would have loss greater than a given level, 
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Results & Discussion 
Typical results from a line that was going with the sea and/or in good weather is shown in 
Figure E.1.  Although there is evidence of significant loss (10 to 20% of beams per ping) 
that is atypical for an EM120, there does not appear to be any correlation with the attitude 
data.  The higher-than-typical loss is likely to do with the failed TX64 transmitter boards 
in the system as noted in the daily narrative of Section 6.  A typical example of a bad 
line, going against the sea and/or in bad weather, is shown in Figure E.2.  Clearly, there is 
a significant probability of very large loss of beams per ping, including all of the beams 
on a significant number of pings.  There is also a clear correlation with the pitch 
component of attitude, although not roll.  There is a correlation with heave, but on 
REVELLE, a mono-hull, pitch and heave are heavily correlated.  Note, however, that the 
magnitude of the pitch signal is very low (and recall that these are the maximum pitch 
observed, not the rms value) – no more than a few degrees – that would typically not 
significantly impact an EM120.  (The system is designed to pitch-steer the beams by up 
to ±10° without loss.) 
The joint probability-distribution function for the loss percentage and pitch signal (Fig. 
E.3) also shows the correlation of the signals clearly (note that the usual log of the 
density function is shown colour-coded to allow better definition of the tail of the 
distribution).  This illustrates just how quickly the loss increases for even small increases 
in pitch due to the motion of the ship.  This is quantified in the loss table (Fig. E.4) that 
Figure E.1. Behaviour of the MBES under good weather conditions and/or going with the sea.  
Moderate beam loss per ping on average, and little correlation between ping loss and any 
of the attitude variables. 
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shows a very rapid and non-linear increase in loss probability for all levels of 
‘acceptable’ loss with increasing pitch, with the breakpoint around 2° maximum pitch 
(e.g., RMS on the order of 1.5°).  The other attitude signals, similarly analysed, do not 
show this behaviour. 
Summary  
It is clear from even this cursory analysis that the EM120 on REVELLE is not performing 
to specification, as observed qualitatively throughout the cruise.  The high proportion of 
beams lost, even in good weather conditions, suggest that the system is compromised 
more than might be expected by the number of TX64 cards that contain bad channels;  
the immediate degradation in even moderate weather speaks of a more difficult problem. 
The effect of pitching appears to be the most significant difficulty, although it is likely 
the case that pitching is not the causative factor since EM120s can and do operate well 
with pitch on the order of 5 to 10° regularly.  Observation from the deck shows that 
REVELLE generates large quantities of bubbles that pass down both sides of the hull to the 
fantail, even in calm (almost glassy) weather conditions.  In any weather whatsoever, 
huge pockets of bubbles are observed, on a par with those generated by the props at the 
stern.  This draws us to the conclusion that the pitch may be the factor we can measure, 
but the ultimate causative agent is bubble sweep-down from the bow passing over the 
transducer arrays on its way aft. 
Figure E.2.  Behaviour of the MBES under bad weather conditions and/or going against the 
sea.  Heavy beam loss on average, and non-trivial probability of whole ping loss, along with 
correlation with pitch and heave signals, probably due to bubble creation. 
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Figure E.3.  Joint probability density function of beam loss percentage and observed 
maximum pitch during the ping.  The correlation between beam loss and even moderate 
pitches is evident. 
 
 
Figure E.4.  Loss curve (probability of any ping suffering more beams that the ‘acceptable’ loss 
level in the domain).  Note the sharp increase in loss after 2.0° maximum pitch, and the 




Appendix F: SAIC Patch Test Report 
F EM120 Transducer Alignment 
Alignment lines were run on 04 May 2008 (Julian Day 125) over a slope and adjacent flat 
bottom located at approximately 29° 53’ 25.2014”N, 076° 05’ 54.2067”W, WGS-84.  
Depths ranged from 2316 meters to 5116 meters at the calibration site.  Table F-1 lists the 
files used for the calibration of the survey system. 
Table F-1.GSF Data Files Used for Calibration of the Survey System 
Multibeam File Received From 
UNH Survey Line Survey Sequential line # Line Type 
rrmba081250641.d01 Atlantic_patch_1 patch 1 Pitch/Timing 
rrmba081250753.d01 Atlantic_patch_1 patch 2 Pitch 
rrmba081250907.d01 Atlantic_patch_1 patch 4 Timing/Gyro 
rrmba081251136.d01 Atlantic_patch_2 patch 5 Gyro 
rrmba081251425.d01 Atlantic_patch_3 patch 6 Roll 
rrmba081251540.d01 Atlantic_patch_3 patch 7 Roll 
rrmba081251703.d01 Atlantic_patch_3 patch 8 Roll 
rrmba081251745.d01 Atlantic_patch_3 patch 9 Roll 
F.1 Timing Test  
Two lines of multibeam data (files rrmba081250641.d01 and rrmba081250907.d01) were 
collected for latency bias (timing) calculation.  Lines were run in the same direction 
along the same survey transect at different speeds. The multibeam GSF data file 
rrmba081250641.d01 was collected at 12 kts and the multibeam GSF data file 
rrmba081250907.d01 was collected at 6 kts.  Several samples were viewed for each set of 
comparison lines in order to determine an accurate measurement of the timing bias.  
Figure F-1is an image from the SABER Swath Alignment Tool displaying data collected 




Figure F-1.  SAT Tool, Plan View Depicting 0.00 Timing Bias 
F.2 Pitch Alignment 
Two lines of multibeam data (files rrmba081250641.d01 and rrmba081250753.d01) were 
collected for the pitch bias calculation.  Lines were run in opposite directions along the 
same survey transect at the same speed for comparisons.  Several samples were viewed 
for each set of comparison lines in order to determine an accurate measurement of the 
pitch bias.  Figure F-2 is an image from the SABER Swath Alignment Tool displaying 
data collected with a -0.14˚ pitch bias entered in the Neptune system.  The indicated bias 
is zero, as seen within the slider tool, therefore, the offset of -0.14˚ is unchanged. 
 
 
Figure F-2.  SAT Tool, Plan View Depicting -0.14˚ Pitch Bias 
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F.3 Gyro Test  
Two lines of multibeam data (files rrmba081250907.d01 and rrmba081251136.d01) were 
collected for Heading (Gyro) calculation.  Lines were run in the opposite direction along 
adjacent survey transects across a slope.  Several samples were viewed for each set of 
comparison lines in order to determine an accurate measurement of the heading bias.  
Error! Reference source not found. is an image from the SABER Swath Alignment 
Tool displaying data collected with a 0.68˚ gyro bias entered in the Neptune system.  The 




Figure F-3 SAT Tool, Plan View Depicting 0.68 Gyro Bias 
 
F.4 Roll Calibration 
Two lines of multibeam data (files rrmba081251425.d01 and rrmba081251540.d01) were 
collected for roll bias calculations.  Lines were run in opposite directions along the same 
survey transect at the same speed for comparisons.  Several samples were viewed for 
each set of comparison lines in order to determine an accurate measurement of the roll 
bias.  Figure F-4 is an image from the SABER Swath Alignment Tool displaying data 
collected with the 0.10˚ roll bias entered in the Neptune system.  The results show an 




Figure F-4 SAT Tool, Plan View Depicting 0.10˚ Roll Bias 
 
The new roll bias of 0.18˚ was entered into the Neptune system and the lines were run 
again.  The resulting files (rrmba081251703.d01 and rrmba081251745.d01) were 
evaluated in the Swath Alignment Tool for the roll bias.  The results shown in Figure F-5 




Figure F-5 SAT Tool, Plan View Depicting 0.18 Roll Bias 
  
 
